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1986 Daylily Introductions

CANDLELIGHT GALA (Wild, 1986) W83-417 Each $20.00
36" M. Dor. Re. O.E. F. bloom. 2J8" p.; l%" s. Good looking large showy
bloom! Ruffled, diamond dusted medium yellow with lighter yellow raised
rib running into green heart, light burnt sienna air brushed shading on
blooms. Wide yellow green throat shades up almost )i way on petals. In the
evening air brushing is a little lighter & throat is gold. Large rounded petals
lie flat & have receding tips & sepals curve down slightly at ends. Excellent
substance, good branching, robust compact growth.

CHERRY WINK (Wild, 1986) WS3-538
25)2" M. Dor. Re. O.E. Sll" bloom. 2)4" p.; 1%" s. Beautiful velvety, ruffled
Alizeran Crimson with veining & shading of burgundy; small yellow throat
& green heart. Segments recurve forming a close round shape. Excellent
substance, branching and growth. Opened well after cool night.

Each $25.00

Each $20.00
25" M.—M.L. Dor. Re. O.E. 511" bloom. 2" p.; Ill" s. Very pretty, slightly
ruffled, velvety good true red with burgundy veining & shading. Rib is flat
& slightly lighter red. Small yellow green throat brushes 1/3 way upon rib;
green heart. By 7:30 p.m. after sunny warm day, burgundy veining has
faded some but flower is a pure “Tart Cherry” red. Good substance.

CHRISTMAS CHARM (Wild, 1986) WS3-507

branching & lots of buds.
, COURTING ROSE (Wild, 1986) W80-5S Each $20.00

31" M. Semi-ev. O.E. F. 7" bloom. 2%" p.; 211" s. Large, ruffled, creped light
burgundy with darker burgundy veining; green throat. By evening, rose
with burgundy veining, cream raised rib; wide gold throat shading up
either side of rib, wide green heart. Overlapping petals lie flat & dip at
ends; sepals recurve. Good substance, branching, growth.

DESSERT DELIGHT (Wild, 1986) W82-99
23" E.M. Dor. Re. O.E. F. 411" bloom. 211" p.; 1
creped light peach with cream slightly raised rib running into green heart;
yellow veining. Wide yellow throat blends 1/3 way upon petals. By 8:30
3.m. peach is lighter & there is a pink blush area on center of each petal;
rlooms are of excellent substance. Good to excellent branching, good
growth, opened well after cool night.

Each $25.00 ENCHANTED MOON (Wild, 1986) W83-m

Each $15.00
s. Lovely small ruffled

l/rf
/2

Each $20.00

FRIENDLY VILLAGE

BEST BEAU (Wild, 1986) W80-141
28" M. Dor. Re. O.E. F. 6" bloom. W p.; I/4'" s. An excellent red at 8 p.m.
after 92° with humidity. Ruffled, slightly creped, very velvety burgundy
with mauve veining & shadings; raised rib of same color; wide green throat
blends upon rib & into the watermarking. Segments he flat, petals overlap.
Good substance, excellent scape, branching; lots of buds. Excellent grower.

30" M.L. Dor. Re. O.E. F. 7" bloom. 3)i" p.; 1%" s. A large open airy flower.
Very ruffled even into green throat of this creped, medium yellow gold
with gold veining. Delicate pink slightly raised rib runs into green heart;
large green throat runs up way either side of rib. Good substance,
branching, scapes at different levels.

1986 TOP HAT

DAYLILY COLLECTION
Abstract Art

Applause
April Dawn
As Beautiful Does

Awake & Rehearse

Bay Colony
Be Kind

Belle Isle

Better Believe It

Big Wig
Buddy Benz
Candy Apple
Candy Crunch
Cathedral

Centennial Sixty Nine
Chartreuse Magic
Close Up
Comedienne
Constitution Island

Copper Medallion
Cup Race
Diamond Head
Emerald Gown
Fabulous Flame
Fourth Dimension

Glowing Candles
Golden Candles
Golden Gift
Green Duchess
Intricate Art

Ireland

Jimmy Fry
June Love
Kinfolk

Lilac Greetings
Lilly Dache
Little Much
Little Women

Lovely Dancer
Luminaire

Magic Age
Magic Word
Master Builder

May Hall
Melody Maid
Misty Sunset
Mooncraft

New Love
Peach Pinwheel

Pilot Light

Pineapple
Pink Taffy
Plush

Prairie Belle
Precious Accent
Random Wit

Royal Frills
Royal Garnet
Running Wild
Sea Gold

Sheer Perfection

Singing Sixteen
Small Ways
Spring Chimes
Standing Room Only
Sudden Summer

Sunrise Serenade
Sunset Sonata

Twilight Beach
Velveteen

Western Country
Whir of Lace
Wilmette
Wind Chimes

Mint

Select 6 for *10®«
(Catalog value $15.00)

All 74 for $1235®
(Catalog value $185.00)



QUEEN OF HEARTS

$4.00

Collection

GAY PARASOL COSMOPOLITAN

GAY PARASOL

QUEEN OF HEARTS

SULTAN’S PALACE

SUPERSIMMON

5 Iris for $11««
(catalog value $20.00)

I

N’S PALACE

$4.00
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1986 HOBBYIST

COLLECTION
Choose Your Own

Select a $100.00 Value
from Below Listins

Pay Only $5000
Select a $200.00 Value
from Below Listing

Pay Only ̂ 100^

% '

Minimum order at 'A price is $50.00 Net Cash

Use prices appearing on this page oniy!
1

$3.00
4

Stagecoach
Stagecoach inn ..
Stake Race
Starlift
Starwood

Stateiy Model

$1°;“ StrictlyEntertainment

.00

3.00

4.00

10.00
5.00

Little Buckaroo .. $ 3.00
Little Me Too
Little You
Local Talent
Lolabelle

Look Once

Again
Lost Valley
Lovely

Ballerina

Love Poem

Lucy
Madonna’s
Smile

Magical Powers ..
Magic Sails
Master Touch
Mateus

Maui

Maybe So
Meadow Morn ....

Melon Balls

Merry Message ...
Mexican Way
Midnight
Special

Missouri

Beauty
Modernaire
Movie Maker

Music Man

My Funny
Valentine

My Kind
Mystery Valley ....
My Ways
My World
New Note

New Vista
No Mistake

Plantation

Oakleigh
Oil Painting
On Fire

Only Just
Begun

Only Yesterday ...
Opera News
Oriental

Influence

Outreach

Painted

Sculpture
Painter's

Splash
Paul Bunyan
Peach Crepe
Peach Dust

Peppermint
Parfait

Petite Ballet

Petite Sparkler ...
Pink Embers

15.00

16.00

3.00

5.00

9.00

3.00

5.00

3.00
10.00

7.50

3.00

9.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

5.00
5.00

10.00

3.00

3.00
3.00
5.00

3.00

10.00

3.00

12.50

3.00

18.00
5.00

3.00
3.00

3.00

10.00

9.00

5.00

12.50

4.00

5.00

3.00

8.00

6.00

6.00

10.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

3.00

Pink Sparkler
Pistachio Mint ....

Pojo
Ponchitta

Popover
Post Time
Preakness

Stake
Precious One

Purple Magic
Puzzles

Rachel

Cunningham ...
Radiant

Greetings
Raindrop
Random

Harvest

Raspberry
Creme

Raspberry
Wine

Real Wind

Rebel Boy
Rebel Land
Rebel Rouser
Red Romance

Renee

Ricky
Roaring
Twenties

Rock Canyon
Round and
Round

Ruby
Whitcomb

Ruffian

Ruffled

Valentine

Satinique
Saucy Sue
Scene Stealer
School Girl
Scotch Irish

See Here
Shelter Island
Silver Circus
Silver Fan

Simple Gifts
Ski Jump
Ski Lodge
Sleigh Ride
Snow Bunny
Society
Scandal

Someday
Maybe

Soundstage
Sparkling
Sunrise

Spirit of Paris ....
Springtime in

Paris

.. 4.00

Sugar Candy
Summer

Interlude ..

Sun Deck ....

Sunny Delight .... 12.50
Sunny Dell .
Sweethearts

Forever ...

5.00 Swing Shift
Tahitian Torch .... 3.00

Tailspin
Techny Jewel

9.00 Telly
Thirteen

Colonies ...
4.00 Thousand Hills ... 3.00

Tijuana
Timeless

Times Square
Tipper
Touch of Class ... 12.50

3.00

3.00

Treasure Room .. 10.00
Treasure

Shores

Tropic Breeze
Unspoken
Vacation Cruise .. 3.00
Valentine

Hearts

5.00 Valley Forge
Valley Isle
Velvet Wine

Village Church ...
Virginia Miller

5.00 5.00
3.00

4.00 3.00

4.00

4.00 10.00
3.00

6.00 5.00

5.00

3.00 3.00
4.00

4.00
5.00

4.00

3.00
3.00 3.00

3.00

3.00

5.00 Touch of Mink ....

Tracy Hall6.00

5.00

7.50

3.00 5.00
9.00 5.00

5.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

9.00
5.00 3.00
9.00 10.00

15.00
3

TIMELESS Gentle Beauty .... $ 7.50
Gentle Blessing ..
Gentle Humor ....

George Caleb
Bingham

Georgian
Manor

Giant Fling
Ginger Whip
Girl Scout

Give My Love
Glacier Sunset ...
Golden Chance ..
Golden Flute
Grandest
Moments

Grandfather
Time

Grand Ways
Great Tradition ..

Grecian Key
Green Canyons ..
Guitar Street

Happy Beauty ....
Happy

Interlude

Haunting
Melody

Heart to Heart ....

Heritage
Plantation

Hey Big
Spender

Hidden Mystery ..
Holiday
Happiness

Hortensia

Hudson Valley ....
Ice Cream

Parlor

Icicle Rose
Irish Acres

Irish Beauty
Irish Glory
Irish Time

Jaunty Fellow

Je Jung Kim
Jenny Sue
Jims Pick

Jolly Hearts
Jomico

July Gold
Just For You
Kansas Gold

Kind Ways
King of Hearts ....
Kings Jester
Kingston
Lamplighter
LeMoine

Bechtold

Lemon Drops
Liberator

Lillian Fry
Lilting
Laughter

Lingering
Sunset

9.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

10.00

6.00

10.00
9.00
3.00

17.50

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00
3.00

7.50

4.00

5.00

3.00

6.00

7.50

4.00

3.00

10.00

4.00
7.50

3.00
7.50

3.00

5.00

12.50

3.00

15.00

Jay 3.00

3.00

4.00
10.00

10.00

5.00

3.00

9.00
5.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

8.00

3.00

3.00

17.50

3.00

7.50

4.00

Across The

Miles $ 5.00
Amazon

Amethyst
American Belle ...
American

Bicentennial ....

American
Craftsman

American

Folklife
American

Indian

American
Revolution

American Style ...
Anchorage
Angel of Light ....
Anna Warner

Anniversary
Keepsake

Anything Goes ...
Archangel
Awaited Hour
Basket of

Cheer
Beaded Shawl ....
Because

Bells Appealing ..
Bell Tower
Ben Arthur

Davis

Betsy Ross
Bicentennial

Queen

Biggie
Big Splash
Border Beauty ....
Border Giant

Border Royal
Breakaway
Breakout
Breathless

Beauty
Bridal Moments ..

Bright Island
Bright
Memories

Bronze Knight ....
Bronze Ways
Brook Master

Brookridge
Buddha

Butterfly Kisses ..
Butterpat
By Myself
California Trail ...

Candlelight
Reflections

Candlestick

Candy Counter ..
Candy Shop
Cape Cod
Caribbean Sky ...
Carmel Valley
Carthage
Centennial Joy ...

3.00

12.50

10.00

4.00

7.50

5.00

12.50

4.00

15.00

5.00
5.00

9.00
5.00

40.00

4.00

4.00

9.00
15.00

12.00

9.00

10.00

5.00

5.00
12.00
4.50

4.00

4.00

5.00

3.00
5.00

3.00
5.00

6.00

6.00

3.00

3.50
3.00

5.00

5.00
5.00

3.00

7.50

10.00

3.00
7.00

5.00

12.50

7.50

3.00

6.00
3.00

5.00

40.00

Channel

Crossings
Charlies Angels ..
Charm Bracelet ..

Charming
Heart

Cherry Lace
Childrens

Festival

Chips
Christmas
Carol

Christmas
Showcase

Cimarron Pass ...
Cold Harbor

Coming Your
Way

Copper
Canyon

Copper
Summer

Country Club
Daring Game
Dawn Time

Daytime World ...
Dear Dad

Doll House

Dragon Lore
Dresden

Beauty
Dress Circle

Edna Spalding ....
Egyptian Spice ...
Entertainment
Erin Prairie

Eruption
Etched In Gold ...
Eternal Love
Eventone

Fairmont

Feather Down

Fiesta Skirt

Fifty Grand
Firereel

Flair of

Distinction

Flames of

Fantasy
Flames of
Fortune

Flaming Poppa ...
Flashing Light ....
Fond Wish
Footnote

Foremost

Forever Young ....
Front Runner

Gala Bells
Gardiners

Island

$ 3.00
6.00
7.50

3.00
9.00

3.00

3.00

3.00 10.00

25.00
6.00

5.00
12.50

6.00

5.00

15.00
3.00

4.00

6.00

4.00

6.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

17.50

5.00

10.00 .00
14.00

3.00 Wally Nance
Walt Disney
Warner House ....

Washingtons
Farewell

6.00 Watch Me
Welcome

Aboard

West Point

Westward

Vision
Whimsical

Wicker Green
Wide Wide

World

Wild Giant
9.00 Wild Heart
3.00 Windsor Castle ...

Wine Delight
3.00 Wine Goblet

12.50 Wine Time
Winsome

Cherub

Viv
Wake Island

6.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

5.00
4.00

17.50

15.00
3.00
3.00

3.00

10.00

6.00

3.00 3.00
3.00 3.00
3.00

6.00 3.00
5.00 20.00
6.00

3.00 4.00
3.00 3.00
3.00

8.00 3.00
10.00 6.00
5.00 15.00
9.00
7.50 5.00

3.00
4.00 3.00

3.00
4.00 3.00

5.00
7.50 4.00
8.00

3.00 15.00
12.50

8.00
Or for those who desire fewer from the Hobbyist Collection, on this page, you can

still get 50% more daylilies by deducting 1/3 on any order under $50.00 net cash. For

example, you may select $15.00 value and yet pay only $10.00; $21.00 value, yet pay
only $14.00; $24.00 value, yet pay only $16.00; $30.00 value, yet you pay only $20.00,
etc. Minimum order at 1/3 off is $10.00 net cash.

3.00

4.00

3.00

9.00

7.50

(65)



SHOPPING FOR IRIS IN ’86
with “The WILD’S of Missouri

BEAUX ARTS (Plough, 1969)
M.L. 36". Lacy, ruffled bitone; phlox pink standards and slightly lighter
falls blending to buttercup yellow at the haft. Saturn red beard. Vigorous
with many buds. H.M., 1970.

BEVERLY SILLS (Hager, 1979) Each $10.00
E.M. 36". Ruffled, laced vibrant coral pink; coral beards. Vigorous,
floriferous. H.M., 1981. A.M., 1983. D.M., 1985.

BEYOND (Gihson, 1979)
E. 36". Deep apricot-tan standards; white falls stitched apricot-brown;
orange beards. Ruffled and fluted. H.M., 1982.

BLACK BART (Schmelzer, 1969)
E.M.L. 37". Very near coal-black is this dark glossy black with glowing
undertone of red; self colored beard; well branched. H.M., 1971.

Each $4.00
M. 38". Large beautifully ruffled lustrous medium blue with matching
beard. Domed standards; wide semiflaring falls. Great branching and bud
count. H.M., 1974. A.M., 1976.

BLUE REFLECTION (Schreiner, 1974)
M. 38". Handsome firmament-like bli

Each $5.00

Each $9.00

Each $3.00

BLUE LUSTER (O. Brown, 1973)

Each $4.00
ue, a self of remarkable purity, the

lemon white beard fits perfectly with its chaste coloration. A pure light
blue. Iris several shades lighter, more silvery than SAPPHIRE HILLS.
Extra long blooming; fine stems, 4 branches, 9-12 buds. H.M., 1975.

BLUE VISTA (Chamberlain, 1962)
M. 30-38". An enormously large flower. Delicate light blue with remark-

*  able substance, carries a white tipped beard which adds to the smoothness
and purity of color. Very broad clean haft. Stalks are sturdy. Excellent
branching. H.C., 1959.

BOLD ACCENT (O. Brown, 1978)
M. 36". Exceptionally bright bicolor with closed standards of rich gold
and flaring bright purple falls; brownish beards. Ruffled and appealing.
H.M., 1981.

BONANZA BELLE (Gibson, 1971)
M.L. 36". Opalescent standards of coppery apricot, waved, fluted, folded,
very full and upright but closed at the top. Extra large style-arms; heavy
yellow beard. Falls are broad and rounded, pinkish white shading out to a
blended margin of apricot to match standards.

BRAVE VIKING (Hinkle, 1962)

Each $2.50

Each $5.00

Each $3.00

Each $2.50

BANANA SUNDAE

ACAPVhCO GOLD (Schreiner, 1983)
E.M. 32". Brilliant tone of golden-yellow! Has abundant flowering ability
which creates a carpet of color. 2-3 stems per rhizome. H.M., 1985.

ANGELS’ ROBES (Williamson, 1979)

Each $10.00

Each $7.50 M. 38". Huge medium to light blue. Ruffled closed standards, wide
flaring falls with 3" touching hafts. Wide, full beard is white, tipped yellow.
Sturdy stalks, 10 to 12 buds to the stalk, flowers last 5-6 days. H.C., 1961.
H.M., 1963.

BUFFY (O. Brown, 1969)
M. 38". This iris, with its bubbly, disarming and winning ways, has well
branched stems that display the good sized rippled blooms to perfection.
Domed standards are a pale Orient pink with fringed buff edges. Wide
hafts on the falls are ivory pink with frilly edges. H.M., 1970. A.M., 1972.

Each $3.00

E.M. 34". Warm cream-white; infusions of deeper cream and light yellow;
lemon beards. Ruffled petals; narrow halo of yellow lace. H.M., 1981.

ANON (Gibson, 1975)
M. 36". Pale orange standards; falls amber yellow at outer rim, flushed
brown-lemon on yellow-white ground with garnet brown hafts and
tangerine beards. Beautiful form. H.M., 1976. A.M., 1978.

AUTUMN LEAVES (Keppel, 1974)
M. 34". Blend of caramel and rose-brown with flush of yellow at base of
standards; falls are blend of brown-violet with an overlay of red-purple;
orange-yellow beard. Excellent branching, bud count. H.M., 1975. A.M.,
1977.

Each $4.00

Each $4.00

BAROQUE

BABBLING BROOK (Keppel, 1966)
M. 38". This light, French blue is invariably singled out as “that very blue”
iris. Light texture veining, pale lemon yellow beard. H.M., 1967. A.M.,
1969. D.M., 1972.

BACCARAT (Gaulter, 1967)
M. 36". A veritable carnival of color, blending gradations of brown,
amber and light purple. Ruffled standards with broad flat, flaring falls
of bright violet banded brown; bright orange beard. H.M., 1968.

BALLYHOO (Keppel, 1970) Each $2.50
M. 38". Exotic and refreshingly different. Light yellow standards; veronica
violet falls blended dove grey at margins with deeper toned purple flowing
from haft. Yellow tipped white beard surrounded by white spray pattern.
Excellent. H.M., 1971. A.M., 1974.

BANANA SUNDAE (Minks, 1974) Each $3.50
E. 30". A fluffy banana cream creation with banana-toned standards,
open enough to show their beautifully sculptured form. Falls are a glit
tering creamy blend with haft and border intensity of banana gold. Wide,
crimped petals are regally held. Heavy stalks with excellent branching and
broad, blue foliage garnish this appealing concoction. Quite a dish!

BAROQUE (B. Phenis, 1970)

Each $2.50

Each $2.00

Each $5.00
M. 34". Lightly ruffled persimmon orange blend of large size and lovely
form. Smooth hafts are deeper toned; red beard. H.M., 1972.

s

Iris Abbreviation Code

M.L. — Midseason to Late

V.E. — Very early
V.L. — Very late

A.M. — Award of Merit

D,M. —E. — Early
E.M. — Early Midseason
L. — Late

L.M. — Late Midseason
M. — Midseason

 Dykes Medal
H.C. — High Commenda

tion

H.M. — Honorable

Mention



CALIENTE (Luihn, 1968) Each $2.00
M.L. 36". Brilliant wine-red of exceptional smoothness and luminous color
highlighted by wide heavy beard of antique gold.  A wide petaled beauty
with domed standards and jaunty flaring fa Is. H.C., 1966. H.M., 1969.
A.M., 1971.

CAMELOT ROSE (Tompkins, 1965)
M.L. 35". A huge fluted, ruffled iris with domed standards of silky silvery
orchid and bright, glowing burgundy red falls. The orange red beard
glows like a spotlight on the rich, velvet-like falls. Hafts are wide and
ruffled; stem strong and excellently branched. H.M., 1966. A.M., 1968.

CANDY SHOP (Corlew, 1970)
M. 30". Near true pink with a touch of creamy white in widely flaring falls.
Tangerine beard adds the finishing touch. H.M., 1971.

CARNABY (Schreiner, 1974)
M. 35". Light pink standards with richer deeper toned rose-pink falls;
tangerine-rose beards.

CAROLINA GOLD (Towell, 1970)
M.L. 40". An intense golden yellow. Both standards and falls very wide
and ruffled with elegant form. Excellent branching. Flowers long lasting
and heavily textured. H.M., 1972.

CARVED ANGEL (Rudolph, 1975)
E.M. 35". Sculptured form and chiseled perfection in warm pink colors. Its
light pink color is complemented by white area below each coral red beard.
Ruffled, great branching and lots of buds. H.M., 1976.

CAROLINA GOLD

CELESTIAL GLORY (Bro. Charles, 1961)
M. 36". Bright golden orange or tan with a very bright red beard. H.M.,
1962. A.M., 1964.

CHAIN O’GOLD (Schreiner, 1974)
E.M. 38". Crisp ivory-white blooms with glittering gilt edging on all petals.
Jaunty, flaring form; fall petals edged with filagree lace. H.C., 1973.
H.M., 1976.

CHAPEAU (Babson, 1971)
E.M. 36". Wide petaled beauty with standards of pale beige tinted cream
and smooth orchid-rose falls. Orchid beard. Strong well branched stems.
Lovely! H.M., 1972. A.M., 1974.

Each $3.50 CHARISMA (Blocher, 1977) Each $4.00
M.L. 34". Well formed, broad petaled medium blue self with lemon yellow
beard. Ideally branched; very hardy. H.M., 1978.

CHARTREUSE RUFFLES (Rudolph, 1976)
M. 36". Well-held standards are delicate lilac-pink with faint chartreuse
edges, flaring falls are greenish white, with same edging. H.M., 1977. A.M.,
1979.

Each $2.00Each $2.50

Each $5.00

Each $3.00

Each $3.50

Each $3.00

Each $5.00

Each $7.50

CHAPEAU

CARNABY

'S
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CHERISHED

CIMARRON STRIP Tfl]
CHEESECAKE (Gaulter, 1984) Each $20.00

M. 34". Luscious flesh-pink with extra large blooms; white in center falls &
apricot in the hafts; coral beards. 3 branches, 8 buds. DANCING BRIDE (Rudolph, 1963) Each $2.00

L. 34". A fascinating crystalline, frost white with smooth lemon hafts and
beard. Superbly ruffled form. Beautifully formed flowers of wide pro
portions with three and four flowers open at a time on well branched
stems. H.M., 1964.

Each $4.00
32". Exquisite blending of pastel pinks with distinctive texture veining.

Pinkish-tangerine beard; broad ruffled petals. H.M., 1975. A.M., 1980.
Each $3.00

M. 40". Flashing thick red beard on a white Iris makes petals look ever
whiter. Larger bloom with broad petals, semi-flaring form, almost crepe
like finish around lacy edged petals. H.M., 1966. A.M., 1968.

CIMABRON STRIP (Tompkins, 1968)
M.L. 38". This bicolor in pink to pink-red is an ultra brilliant shocker.
Vivid apricot and orange pink standards; deep glowing falls of blended
orange, cerise and fuchsia red; fiery red beard. Large with ultra broad
' petals, well domed standards and horizontal falls. H.M,, 1969.

CITY FARMER (Gaulter, 1978)
M. 36". Closed orchid standards, wide ruffled falls of chamois, tangerine
beards. Good branching.

CLOVERDALE (O. Brown, 1969)
M. 36". Ruffled white standards are well rounded and closed at top, flaring
falls are rosy lilac with lightly crimped edges. Flame red beard adds
warmth and contrast; superb stem. H.M., 1970.

COPPER CLASSIC (Roderick, 1979)
M.L. 32". Copper standards flushed pink; orange falls; tangerine beards.
Ruffled. H.M., 1981. A.M., 1983.

CORAL GLOW (O. Brown, 1969)
M. 36". Peach-coral standards; wide falls of ivory, edged buff. Red beard.
Strong, well-branched stalks. H.M., 1970.

CORAL MAGIC (Schreiner, 1979) Each $5.00
M.L. 36". Delicate coral to orchid pink — there is a subtle glow of coral and
blue and orchid. Fine texture and wonderful substance.

CHERISHED (Corlew, 1973)
M.

CHRISTMAS TIME (Schreiner, 1965)

Each $2.00

rouni

Each $6.00

Each $2.50

Each $6.00

Each $3.00

DAVE’S ORCHID (Hall, 1960) Each $2.00
M. 36". A very large orchid-rose with bluish overlay on the falls. Hafts are
marked with amber, running quite far down on the falls and the lacy
edges are trimmed with a narrow band of this amber-copper tint. Bright
tangerine beard. H.M., 1961.

DAWN GLORY (Schreiner, 1982) Each $12.50
M.L. 40". Rose-pink standards; salmon-apricot falls and beards. Ruffled.
H.M., 1985.

DEBBY RAIRDON (Kuntz, 1965)
E.M. 34". Form of this fine white and cream iris is flawless. Of equal
value is the vigorous habit of plant and flower. The heavily substanced
bloom reflects the finest in achievement in a most pleasant and harmonious
variety. H.M., 1966. A.M., 1968. D.M., 1971.

Each $3.00

DEEP FIRE

Each $3.00
M.L. 36". Distinctive bicolor with conical standards of antique gold,
greenish midrib; ruffled flaring falls are violet-blue with wide border of
antique gold, ideal branching; bud placement. H.C., 1971. H.M., 1973.
A.M., 1976.

CREATIVE STITCHERY (Schreiner, 1984)
E.M. 38". Bluest of the blue plicatas. The precise margins are so blue they
effectively set off the pure white centers. 3 branches, 7 to 9 buds.

CREDO (Babson, 1966)

COSMOPOLITAN (Hamblen, 1972)

Each $25.00

Each $2.00
M. 34". Rich maroon, bronze tipped beard. Domed standards and semi-
flaring falls, ruffled and fluted with a glossy finish, clean hafts. H.M., 1967.

CROW’S NEST (Knocke, 1977) Each $10.00
M. 34". Near perfection in deep violet including the beards. Good form,
branching, bud count.

DAISY POWELL (Georgia Hinkle, 1966) Each $2.00
M. 36". A dignified ruffled beauty of rosy violet that bears the mark of
quality. Very large flowers are delightfully feminine with domed standards
and rounded falls which are arched and flared. Haft marking of delft rose
against a paler background adds to the beauty which is accented by a
matching beard. Above average substance guarantees the lasting power
of these lovely flowers; while sturdy stalks with average branching assure
well displayed bloom. H.C., 1963. H.M., 1967.

e
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DREAM AFFAIR (Gatty, 1978) Each $4.00
E.M. 36". Sculptured soft creamy yellow with deeper hafts; beards chrome
yellow. Wide, lightly ruffled form, excellent stalks and bud count. H.M.,

Each $5.00

1980.

■■ ej

DREAM LOVER (Tams, 1971)
M.L. 36". Ruffled large blooms with exceptionally wide petals. Closed
standards of blue-white; dark blue-purple falls; pale yellow beard tipped
blue. Heavy well branched stalk with many buds. A.M., 1974. D.M., 1977.

DREAM TIME (Schreiner, 1967)
M.L. 38". Most elegant lavender of pinkish cast with large size, exceptional
symmetry, and lavish ruffling of classical perfection. Its frosty, delicate hue
and big ruffled blooms are truly regal in the clump. H.M., 1968.

DRURY LANE (Gaulter, 1978)
M. 36". Lacy closed tan-orchid standards; lightly ruffled rosy lavender falls
bordered and hafted with tan; yellow beards. Well branched stalks. H.M.,
1982.

ECSTATIC NIGHT (Cook, 1963)
M. 36". Splendid new dark from the master who gave us magnificent
work in this color. Standards are black tinged violet, darker falls with dark
blue beard. H.C., 1962. H.M., 1964.

ELYSIAN FIELDS (Gaulter, 1977)
M. 38". Flesh-colored falls are edged in buff and deeper pink standards
are upright, but closed; falls are fairly flaring; beard bright orange. H.M.,
1979.

EMISSARY (Tompkins, 1969)
E.M.L. 40". Magnificent bloom of flaring form with broad ruffled petals,
domed standards. Sometimes on opening it has a tint of orchid but pales
to near sky blue; laced edge; beautiful tangerine beard. H.M., 1972.

EVER AND EVER (Hope, 1962)
E.M. 36". This serene, ruffled, heavily textured, rich orchid-violet self is a
big flower, broad in all its parts. One of the most striking and most
promising new Iris. Good proportion, large size, arrestingly different and
beautiful. H.M., 1964. A.M., 1966.

FASHIONARLE PINK (Schreiner, 1976)
M. 36". Ruffled and laced deeper toned pink with slightly lighter falls;
tangerine beards. H.M., 1977.

FEATHERTOP (E. Minks, 1979)
M. 30". A lovely clump in the garden is this Breaker blue self (underlying
seafoam) with broad segments. Blooms of this lovely ruffled blue last for
days after unfurling; strong, well branched stems. Parentage: Regina
Maria x Symphony.

FIFTY GRAND (Gaskill, 1969)
E.M.L. 34". Bright pink self with wide orange-red beard. H.C., 1969.
H.M.. 1971.

FLAIR (Gatty, 1976)
M.-L. 38". Blue-white standards shading to wisteria violet at base and
midrib; falls lighter toned; beards white. Lovely full, ruffled form. Strong,
well branched stalks. A.M., 1974.

FLAMENCO (Keppel, 1977)
E.M. 38". Brightest amoena-plicata produced by this versatile hybridizer.
Burnished go d standards; fa Is of bright white contrast vividly with heavy
plicata margins of dark maroon. Many buds; strong well branched stalks;
vigorous. H.M., 1978. A.M., 1980.

FLAMING DAY (Schreiner, 1978) Each $3.00
M. 30". Lightly ruffled rich orange self including beard. Well branched
with multiple buds.

DRURY LANE

Each $2.50

Each $5.00

Each $2.00

Each $4.00

Each $2.00

Each $2.00

Each $4.00

Each $4.00

Each $3.00

Each $2.50

Each $4.00

%
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DREAM AFFAIR

DEEP CARESS (C. Benson, 1970) Each $3.00
M. 36". Large flowered, husky, deep coral pink self. Standards are domed,
nicely arched; falls are smooth and wide, semi-flaring and ruffled. Excellent
substance; sturdy stems. H.M., 1971.

DEEP FIRE (Schreiner, 1979)
M. 37". Rich velvety red smouldering with hidden fire. This absolute self
with harmonizing beards has substance, color, texture. Opulent flowers
are handsomely wide petaled and hold their lavishly smooth color. H.C.,
1978. H.M., 1981.

DEEP SPACE (Tompkins, 1961)
M.L. 40". Indigo blue, broad petaled and smooth. H.M., 1962.

DESERT THISTLE (Gibson, 1961)

Each $5.00

Each $2.00

Each $2.00
M. 36". Glowing, rosy, mauve, or perhaps a captivating blend of lavender-
rose, slightly blued, best describes it. Large; wide standards and falls;
finely laced. H.M., 1962.

DIXIE DARLING (Schreiner, 1977)
M.L. 40". Stunning, ruffled raspberry pink; crowned with a sparkling

ink beard. Beautiful, wide, candelabrum branched stems; with
, modified flare, very smooth texture.

Each $4.00

tangerine p
7 to 9 buds

DREAM LOVER
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ELYSIAN FIELDS FIFTY GRAND

FLAMING STAR (Plough, 1967)
M. 33". Intense, deeply saturated, brilliant orange with a p:
both standards and falls. A self with flaring falls; clean haft;
beard. H.M., 1968.

FLOATING CLOUD (F. Brown, 1973) Each $4.00
E. L. 36". Velvety white beauty with closed standards; fluted falls. Good
growing habits.

FOND ILLUSION (F. Brown, 1969)
M.L. 38". Ruffled apricot of good size, form, branching and substance.
Touch of old gold at the haft extends to tip of flaring falls; tangerine beard
gold tipped. High bud count.

FORT APACHE (Schreiner, 1982)
M. 38". Vibrant rich maroon-ruby red; matching beards. Excellent branching
and bud count. H.M., 1984.

FRESNO CALYPSO (Weiler, 1978)

Each $2.50
ink flush in

; Saturn red

Each $5.00

Each $10.00

Each $6.00

FRONTIER MARSHALL (Schreiner, 1965)
E.M. 36". A fine red with large flowers on tall well branched stems. It is
a rich red of a uniform shade of crimson lake. An exceptionally rich iris.
H.M., 1966. A.M., 1968. Cook-Lapham Bowl, 1967.

FULL TIDE (O. Brown, 1972)
M. 38". Large, beautifully ruffled wisteria blue. Standards are closed and
falls flare with grace. Beard is light yellow, deeper in the throat but with
only pale blue showing. Well branched and good bud count. H.C., 1970.
H.M., 1973. A.M., 1976.

GALA GOWN (Corey, 1959)
M. 36". Blend of apricot-tan and peach-pink. A self, even the beard
harmonizing with this luscious but brilliant tint. Large, rounded and
slightly flaring; silky finish. H.M., 1959.

GALA MADRID (L. Peterson, 1968)
M.L. 30". Bewitching butterscotch-gold standards; wine red falls trimmed
with h" border of brownish red, and flushed violet blue below deep yello
beard. H.M., 1969. A.M., 1971.

Each $2.00

Each $3.00

Each $2.00

Each $2.50

M.-L. 36". Definitely orange, with even brighter tangerine-orange beards.
Flawless form, many buds on many-branched stalks. H.M., 1980. A.M., 1982.



GALLANT MOMENT (Schreiner, 1980) Each $6.00
E.M. 40". Smooth silky glossy red with brown influence. Golden brown
beards. Excels in quality, vigor and stamina. H.M., 1982.

GAY PARASOL (Schreiner, 1974) Each $4.00
M. 35". Gleaming silver white standards and wide, lacy edged rose-purple
falls. Not a large flower but trim and neat. H.M., 1975. A.M., 1977.

: PERSUASION (Tompkins, 1965) Each $4.00
E.M. 40". Large ruffled and fluted blooms with a picoteed edge. Arbutus
jink with a glittery finish and gold webbing each side of a rich tangerine
jeard. H.M., 1968.

GENTLE RAIN (Keppel, 1977) Each $3.00
E.M. 36". Lavender-blue standards almost completely suffused with color;
bright white falls with 'A" sanded border of lavender-blue; white beards
tipped pale blue. Super stalk and plant habits. H.M., 1978. A.M., 1980.

GINGERBREAD CASTLE (Tompkins, 1967) Each $2.50
M.V.L. 40". A complete self of glossy Gingerbread brown, beautifully
rich and compelling. Ruffled form and sleek, clean, glossy finish. Tall,
strong, widely branched stalks show off the huge flowers to perfection.
H.M., 1968.

GLAZED ORANGE (Schreiner, 1969) Each $3.00
E. 35". Orange crush in color with sunburst shadings. It is a luscious, bright
color. Possesses vigorous growing habit and ideal flower form. Fine blooms
well placed on branched stems. H.M,, 1970.

GLENBROOK (Gaulter, 1972) Each $3.00
M. 36". A light pink-orchid blend with tangerine beard. Clean giant
blossom, with the smooth look, has very broad falls with a wide flare.
The petals are slightly wavy and the form is perfection itself.

GLENDALE (Gaulter, 1972) Each $4.00
M.L. 36". Filigree lacing in deep apricot pink with heavy substance.
Standards are closed, wide falls flare gracefully. Balanced placement
of many large flowers on strong stalks. H.M., 1973.

GOING MY WAY (Gibson, 1972) Each $3.50
M.L, 37". Ruffled white ground plicata with wide band of deep purple;
orange beards tipped blue. Outstanding. A.M., 1975,

GENTLE

GOLD BURST (D. Palmer, 1980) Each $10.00
M. 35". Crisp, shimmering, pristine white flower distinguished by having
a broad, gold haft; matching gold beard. Fluffy, crimped white standards
touch but never open. Style arms are white. Snow white falls are ruffled
and pleated. Vigorous grower. H.M., 1984.

GOLDEN CLARET (Hamblen, 1975) Each $4.00
E.M. 32". Lightly ruffled, wide petaled variegata. Domed standards of
vivid yellow; flaring falls of near red with infusion of golden-brown and

of same. Dark orange beard. Strong, well branched stalks. H.M.,ilfr
GOLD RING (Gaulter, 1978) Each $6.00

M. 38". Well closed standards of deep yellow; ruffled flaring falls of white
with deep yellow edges and hafts; orange beards. H.M., 1980.

GOLD TRACERY (C. Palmer, 1972) Each $4.00
M.-L. 32". White standards veined and suffused yellow; falls white bordered
and veined bright yellow. Accent on width and form, good branching.

GRAND ALLIANCE (Plough, 1965) Each $2.50
M. 34". This deep violet has smooth, flaring standards and large, full,
rounded spectrum violet falls. Falls are slightly darker and richer. Entire
flower is nicely ruffled with wide, clean hafts. H.M., 1966. A.M., 1969.

GRAND WALTZ (Schreiner, 1970) Each $3.00
M.L. 35". Large, broad petaled orchid with ruffles and lace. Beautifully
poised on stiff, branched stems. H.C., 1969. H.M., 1971. A.M., 1973.

GYPSY BELLE (Hamner, 1974) Each $3.00
M.L. 36". An exciting plum violet blend. Standards are rusty plum and wide
ruffled plum violet falls bordered with color of the standards. Vigorous
grower, well branched. H.M., 1975. A.M., 1979,

GYPSY PRINCE (Hamblen, 1974) Each $5.00
M.L. 38". Striking gold-dusted bicolor with accent on strong well branched
stalks. Cupped standards antique gold; wide semi-flaring falls are near
violet, lightening toward edges. Medium brown hafts and border; beard
orange tipped violet. Large lightly ruffled blooms. H.C., 1973. H.M., 1975.

HARBOR FIRE (Marsh, 1973) Each $4.00
M. 34". This large medium blue with semi-flaring falls and closed standards
is nicely ruffled. It is unique in that it has a red beard which is somethin
new on a blue Iris. 8-10 flowers on nicely branched stalk. It is a goO'
increaser and grower with blue green foliage that is healthy. H.C., 1971.

HAVILAND (Gaulter, 1980) Each $6.00
M. 36". Peach colored standards with deep buff hafts; horizontally flaring
falls of ivory; bright tangerine beards. Rich and beautiful; many budded
stalks. H.M., 1984.

HAYRIDE (B. Jones, 1971) Each $2.50
M.L. 34". Standards orange pink, falls yellow with orange hafts; red-
orange beard. H.M., 1972.

HEARTBREAKER (Hall, 1964)
M.L. 36". A large, flaring pink with
in tone than most of the other Hall i

to it that sets it apart. Very fine. H.M., 1965.

Each $2.50
1 a rich pink beard. Quite different
pinks, this has a creamy cerise tone

(

GOLD RING

Each $2.50HEATHER HAWK (Gibson, 1966)
M. 36". Almost pure white falls with a narrow band of pinkish copper and
light plicata markings on the haft. Standards are pale copper shading
into white, delicately ruffled and flounced. Style arms and beard are a
contrasting old gold tint. H.M., 1968.

HEAVENLY ANGELS (Gatty, 1979) Each $3.00
M.L. 38". Ruffled white standards over flaring, fluted oyster-white falls
give flowers a vaguely greenish cast. Pale yellow beard.

HEAVENLY PINK (R. Brown, 1964) Each $2.50
M.L. 34". A new beauty of quite a different pink coloring. Seems to be
deep geranium pink with a hidden undertone of cerise. Coral-pink beard.

HEAVEN’S OWN (Sexton, 1966)
M. 36". Nearly true sky blue self with a darker blue flush in throat; dark
blue beard. Large, lightly ruffled, fine semi-flaring form.

Each $2.00

Each $4.00
■ ruffled, wide petaled citrine-cream
with many buds. H.M., 1978.

HELEN BOEHM (Schreiner, 1977)
M.L. 36". Beautifully formed, lightly
self. Heavy substance; strong stalks v

HENRY SHAW (Benson, 1961)
38". M. A heavily ruffled pure icy-white self with a snowy white-tipped
beard. Ruffling and corrugation runs completely around the broad and
heavily substanced blooms. H.M., 1959. A.M., 1961.

Each $2.00

Each $3.00HIGH PRAISE (Schreiner, 1966)
M.L. 35". Freshest, most vivid tone of blue-violet. Blooms of fantastic
breadth and substance, resistant to wind and rain. H.M., 1967.

HOLIDAY HOUSE (Gaulter, 1976) Each $5.00
M, 40". An unusual combination of colors is found in this dainty blossom.
The very light pink falls turn to a buff-striped haft flowing smoothly from
rosy-beige pink, conical standards interlaced above the bright orange-
pink beard.

HOT LINE (Schreiner, 1981)
M.L, 36". Ruffled cinnamon-gold-brown burnt-brown sugar blend. Falls
lighter, hafts and edges deeper toned; golden brown beards. Striking. H.M.,
1983.

Each $10.00

IRISH DREAM (Georgia Hinkle, 1971)
M. 34-36". Light lemon yellow self including wide, thick beard. Standards
full and ruffled with serrated edging. Falls semi-flaring; very wide touching
hafts with pleated ruffles extending into heart of bloom. Long lasting, very
large blooms are of superb substance. In spite of size — blooms are well
proportioned. Moderate branching on the sturdy stalks. H.C., 1964.

Each $3.00



JUNGLE SONG (Plough, 1970)
M.L.

beard
35". Violet purple stan

Each $2.50
le near
electric

dards; falls blend from violet purp
to much darker at tip. There is a luminous center glow of (

blue. Hafts are clean, rich, dark brown; beard is mustard in heart to
lavender-blue at tip. Richly colored and very showy.

KENTUCKY DERBY (D. Mohr, 1976)
M.L, 35". Well formed laced yellow with falls that lighten toward center.
Yellow beard. H.M., 1977. A.M., 1981.

LADY MADONNA (Schreiner, 1984)
M.-M.L. 43". Finely laced edges on this pure icy cream-white. Heavily
substanced blooms. 3 branches, 5 buds. H.C., 1983.

LAKE PLACID (C. Benson, 1977)
M, 41". S

form —

Each $4.00

Each $25.00

Each $6.00
Sparkling, cool light blue self; white beard; billowy ruffles. Good
pleasing color; fine stalks with 6 buds and pleasing fragrance. H.M.,

1978.

LATIN LOVER (Shoop, 1969) Each $4.00
M. 36". Ruffled, closed lavender-pink standards; grape wine falls bordered
lavender-pink with ruffles and flare. Tangerine beard. Good stalk and
plant habit. H.C., 1968, H.M., 1970. A.M., 1972.

LATIN ROCK (Schreiner, 1984) Each $25.00
M. 39". Remarkable bicolor of warm peach pink standards & glistening red
plum to claret falls; glowing tangerine beard. 8 buds per stem.

LAUNCHING PAD (Knopf, 1967) Each $3.00
E.M. 33". Striking sulphur yellow and white falls edged lemon. Striking
contrast of the edging on falls and a rich flame beard give an Iris that is
truly different. Enamel finished; leathery texture. H.M., 1968. A.M., 1970.

LAUREL PARK (Gaulter, 1978) Each $5.00
M. 38". Rose-pink blend; with deep tangerine beard. Standards are folded
together, falls broad and without flare. Very heavy substance, well-
branched, strong stems.

LEMON GLITTER (D. Palmer, 1978)
E. 34". Standards and falls are cream-white with borders of glistening lemon
yellow; beard matches. Deep undulating ruffles, good grower.

LEMON MIST (Rudolph, 1971)
M. 30". Frothy light yellow self with wide heavily ruffled, flaring falls:
Standards also ruffled and domed. Heavy substance and vigorous grower.
H.M., 1973. A.M., 1975.

LIGHTUP (Plough, 1963)
M.L. 36". Closed lemon standards flushed bright pink; flaring brilliant,
blended pink falls with lemon tints and lighter center area with the petals
edged in deep buttercup yellow. Lightly ruffled and fluted. H.M., 1964.

Each $12.50

Each $4.00

Each $3.00

'“•r" HOLIDAY HOUSE

IRISH TUNE (Plough, 1978) Each $5.00
M. 38". Uniform lime-green-yellow cast overall even in the beards — a
verdant Irish delight with its full flower form. 7-8 buds per stem,

ISLANDS OF LIGHT (Williamson, 1973)
M. 28". Cream standards veined yellow; ivory falls have deep cream
border and cream beard. A good one. H.M., 1975.

JEWELED EMPRESS (E. Tams, 1969)
M.L. 35". Ruffled standards of light violet blue; wide flaring falls of
Amethyst pink. Fluted, laced. H.C., 1967.

JEWEL TONE (Schreiner, 1966)
E.M. 37". A deep, glossy ruby red that shines like a rich translucent polished
carnelian. Not only is its color rich and vibrant but it has classical precision
of form. Every floret seems to be equally perfect. Texture is enameled
and somewhat velvety. H.M., 1967. A.M., 1970.

JOYCE TERRY (Muhlestein, 1974)
M.L. 38". A charming bicolor with domed standards of clean yellow, flaring
wide white falls with a well defined border the color of the standards.

Strong stalks, well branched. H.M., 1975. A.M., 1978.

Each $3.00

Each $2.50

Each $2.50

Each $4.00

IRISH DREAM
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LOOP THE LOOP (Schreiner, 1975)
M.L. 40". Elegant medium blue-violet marked plicata. Falls cool glacial
white with wire edging of blue violet, wide and flaring. Superior stalks and
branching. H.M., 1976. A.M., 1978.

LORILEE ("Schreiner, J98ij r
M.L. 36". Broad ruffled rose-orchid with white patch below light gold
beards. Well branched, 11 florets with excellent substance. H.M., 1983.
A.M., 1985.

LOUISE WATTS (Blocher, 1971)
M. 28". Large gorgeous bronze blend with deeper bronze border on falls
becoming more pronounced as lighter bronze center of falls mellows to
near cream. Remarkably heavy substanced and long lasting bloom; 8-9 buds
to each nicely branched stalk. H.C., 1969 and 1970. H.M., 1972. A.M., 1976.

LOVELY DIANA (Muhlestein, 1959) Each $2.00
E.M. 36". Bright orchid-fuchsia with a colorful fuchsia-cerise beard.
H.C., 1957. H.M., 1959.

LOVELY LIGHT (Tompkins, 1964)
L. 36". Richest orange-apricot in color and one of the very best of the new
ones in this popular color group. The smooth and handsomely fashioned
big blossoms are solidly colored and the beard is bright tangerine. A winner
at Florence, Italy in 1965. H.M., 1965.

LOVE WITH LACE (Plough, 1971)
M.L. 36". Delicate light pink self with ruffled closed and lacy standards;
ruffled, fluted and heavily laced falls. Style arms wide and beard carrot red
with pink tip. Large blooms; well branched; very appealing. H.M., 1975.

LUCKY NUMBER (Noyd, 1970) Each $5.00
M. 34". Reverse pink amoena. Medium pink standards; falls are white
with pink edging; tangerine beards. Starch like substance of petals; well
branched. H.M., 1972.

Each $4.00

Each $8.00

Each $3.00

Each $2.00

Each $4.00

Each $2.00
M. 38". Iridescent blue blend, haft bright gold leaf, standards and falls
bordered gilt. Midribs of standards flushed gold. A.M., 1963.

LUNAR FIRE (Hall, 1963)
M. 36". A big, spreading, lace-edged flower of golden amber hues, the
sharply contrasting beard a blazing tangerine red. In addition to form
and size it has petals of extra heavy thickness and very stout well branched
stems. H.M., 1964.

MARGARITA (Schreiner, 1968) Each $3.00
M.L. 37". Graceful lightly waved blooms with crystalline white standards
and falls of velvety blue purple; white beard. Strong well branched stems.
H.M.. 1969. A.M., 1974.

MARIE PHILLIPS (Muhlestein, 1963)
E.M.L. 36". A complete self of light wisteria-violet, with beard same self
color. Standards closed; falls flare to perfection and are wide and clean.
H.C., 1962. H.M., 1964. A.M., 1966.

MARION MAID (Georgia Hinkle, 1969)
E. 34". Wide, nearly circular falls are gently ruffled and occasionally deeply
jleated. They extend horizontally before dipping.  A very heavy V-shaped
reard of white tipped yellow intensifies in coloring as it extends into the
heart. Very pale blue. Wide overlapping hafts. Ruffled standards, closely
held yet folded outward at the base from the wide style crests. H.C., 1966.
H.M., 1972.

LULA MARGUERITE (DeForest, 1956)

Each $2.00

Each $2.00

Each $2.00

Each $12.50LILAC FLAME (Hamblen, 1979)
M.L. 32". Ruffled and laced lilac-pink self with lighter area accenting
smoky-red beards. Well balanced, wide petaled form. H.C., 1978. H.M.,
1981.

Each $2.00LILAC HAZE (Schreiner, 1971)
M.L. 36". Lilac-orchid with a pearly luster. Lightly ruffled blooms are
perfectly formed and have heavy substance. Sturdy well branched stems.
Vigorous. H.M., 1972.

LILAC MIST (Luihn, 1969)
E.M. 36". Shimmering translucent lavender self with white beard tipped
cream. Beautifully formed, broad petaled, ruffled blooms displayed on
strong, well branched stalks. Vigorous. H.M., 1970.

LILTING MELODY (D. Palmer, 1961)
M. 35". A delectable laced and fluted flower. The delightful coloring is a
luscious true pink with no hint of yellow or peach. Beard matches.
Flowers have wide-hafted, flaring falls; firmly held standards. Sturdy
stalk; 3 buds per socket. H.C., 1958. H.M., 1962. A.M., 1965.

LIZ (Catty, 1974)
M. 34". Ruffled and laped salmon toned pink; tangerine beard tipped white.
Good grower; fine stalks and many buds. H.M., 1975. A.M., 1977.

Each $2.50

Each $2.50

Each $4.00

MARGARITA

LUCKY

NUMBER



NEW MOON (Sexton, 1968) Each $3.00
M. 36". Memorable, large, very smoothly finished lemon yellow with self
beard. Beautiful form with broad, heavily substanced petals; ruffled.
H.M., 1969. A.M., 1971. D.M., 1973.

NEW ROCHELLE (Hamblen, 1974) Each $2.50
M.L. 30". Near “pink and blue.” Standards smooth pink; falls blue-violet
washed deeper violet with lighter area around orange-red beard. Medium
sized, lightly ruffled blooms in good proportion to strong well branched
stalks. H.M., 1976.

NIGHT FROST (C. Benson, 1972)
M. 36". A large, striking, crisp, smooth icy-white self. Ruffled standards
are firmly held; broad falls are semi-flared, crimped and ruffled. White
beard, sturdy stalks, excellent substance. H.C., 1966. H.M., 1973.

NIGHT OWL (Schreiner, 1970)

Each $6.00

Each $2.50
M.L. 38". Terrific black with exceptional perfection of bloom and finish;
large; ruffled, well branched, H.C., 1969. H.M., 1971, A.M,, 1973.

Each $6.00
M.-L. 36". Ruffled, broad petaled chalky white, narrow border of gold
around all the petals. Bright red beard. Good stems and branching. H.M.,
1976. A.M., 1979.

L ON TARGET (Knopf, 1970)
M.L. 36". Distinctive lemon yellow self. Ruffled form and heavy substance.
Very smooth texture and excellent bud placement. H.M., 1971.

OPENING NIGHT (Gibson, 1970)
M. 38". One of the best near black Iris of colossal size, with very wide,
spreading falls, ruffled and fluted; deep violet beard. Heavy, well branched
stem. H.M., 1971.

OLD FLAME (Ghio, 1975)

Each $2.50

Each $5.00

ORANGE CHARIOT (Fay, 1964) Each $2.50
M. 34". Captivating shade of light orange. The extreme smoothness of
color, coupled with an intense, coral-tangerine beard is thrilling and im
pressive. The faultless flower is large, lightly ruffled and very well formed.
H.M., 1965.

ORCHID BROCADE (Rudolph, 1965)
E.M. 36". A beautifully formed bright orchid-rose blend with a flush of
beige. An attractive and appealing combination of hues. On its sturdy stem,
this globular shaped gem is impressive in size and its awards are a tribute
to its high quality. H.M., 1966. A.M., 1968.

ORCHID TAPESTRY (Rudolph, 1970)
E. 30", Clear medium orchid self. Nicely ruffled blooms have a lighter
area at center of the wide flaring falls. 5 well spaced branches with 10 buds.
Very fragrant. H.M., 1972.

Each $2.00

Each $3.00

MARY FRANCES

MARTINIQUE (B. Jones, 1970)
M. 34". Hyacinth blue with standards slightly lighter; beard tangerine
tipped amethyst. Lightly ruffled beautiful form. Strong grower. H.M., 1972.

MARY FRANCES (Gaulter, 1973)
M. 36". Lovely light blue-orchid self with white centered falls, beard white
lightly touched with yellow. Wide, flaring falls; waved, closed standards.
Form stalk, growing habits cannot be faulted. Exquisite! H.M., 1974. A.M.,
1976. D.M., 1979.

MASADA (Tompkins, 1984)
M. 35". Very regal bloom with vivid, intense color, heavy substance. Rich
red-maroon, center falls show fuchsia flush; bronze beards are tipped gold.

Each $2.50
M. 36". Silken, smooth near black; deep blue-black standards; deep sooty
blue-black falls. H.C., 1964. H.M., 1968.

MAY ORCHID (O. Brown, 1964) Each $2.00
M. 34", Rosy red orchid with a lighter area about the bright carmine beard.
Lots of ruffles and a touch of lace. Stunning and elegant Iris of high quality.

Each $2.50

Each $5.00

Each $20.00

MASCARA (G. Benson, 1967)

ORCHID WINGS (Hamblen, 1970) Each $2.00
M.L. 36". Exquisite blend of pinks and violets accented by a bright red
orange beard. Cupped standards violet flushed pink; falls violet with lighter
center area and horizontal lilt. Strong stems; well spaced blooms. H.M., 1971.

OUT YONDER (Wickersham, 1969)
M.L. 36". Pale blue — almost wh

Each $2.50
ite domed standards, solid indigo blue

falls which are wide, flaring and wavy. White beard tipped yellow.
PACIFIC MIST (Schreiner, 1979) Each $5.00

M.L. 36". Light wisteria blue self; light yellow beards. Broad petaled,
ruffled. H.M.. 1981. A.M., 1984.

PALISADES (Plough, 1964) Each $3.00
E.M. 36". A pinkish orange toned iris-luminous, brilliant, flaming. Standards
are of a deep pink blending to tangerine orange; falls are orange and saffron
yellow with a rich pink area around the bright tangerine beard. H.M., 1966.

MEADOWLARK FRINGE (L. Peterson, 1971)
M.L. 34". Lively blend of medium bronze and butterscotch yellow. Closed
standards, laced and ruffled; falls flare, are lacy, ruffled and fluted. H.M.,
1973,

Each $2.00

PEACH FROSTMICHELIN (Hamblen, 1973)
M.L, 32". Pronounced ‘Michelene.’ Satin textured petals of light pink with
undertone of light green at midrib. Beautiful form with wide, lavishly
ruffled petals. Standards overlapping, falls arched, flaring. Show type
stalks; vigorous. H.M., 1974.

MINNESOTA GLITTERS (Bakke-Messer, 1967)
M. 28". Glittering apricot overlaid with a flush of pink. Tangerine beard;
wide petaled; smooth; ruffled. H.M., 1968.

MISTY DAWN (Hamblen, 1973)

Each $3.00

Each $4.00

Each $3.00

• is.

M.L. 34". Bicolor with deeply fluted ruffling. Standards are pale dusty pink
touched violet at midribs; falls are violet lightening in center. Thick red-
orange beards. H.C., 1972. H.M., 1974.

MISTY MOONSCAPE (Roe, 1978)
E.M. 36". Light citrus-white standards; ruffled lemon-yellow falls with
citrus-lime texture veining; muted yellow beard. Excellent branching and
bud count. H.C., 1976. H.M., 1980.

MLLE. MODISTE (C. Benson, 1972)
M. 36". Rather new color scheme — delicate, distinct and different shade of
blue-pink. Domed, ruffled standards; wide ruffled, semiflared falls. Sturdy,
nicely branched stems. H.M., 1974.

MODERN CLASSIC (Knocke, 1975) Each $4.00
M.-L. 40". White-ground plicata. Violet stitching and pale yellow beard
tipped in violet. Many buds, heavily fluted blossoms evenly spaced. H.M.,
1976, A.M., 1979.

MOUNT EDEN (Ghio, 1965) Each $2.00
E.M. 36". Large, semi-flaring and lightly ruffled amoena with pale blue
standards; slightly darker blue falls. H.C., 1965. H.M,, 1967.

NAVAJO BLANKET (Schreiner, 1978) Each $5.00
E, 33". Upright conical florets are as remarkable as the boldly patterned
contrasts of an India weaving. Rich claret purple falls nicely offset the near
white faintly suffused wine standards; lightly ruffled. H.C., 1978. H.M.,

Each $7.50

Each $3.00

1980.
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PINAFORE PINK fSc/iremer, i978; ^ ;
M. 36". Warm, pleasing pink self with tangerine-red beards. Excellent
branching; strong stems; consistent performer.

PINK ANGEL (Rtrdo/pfi, 1973j - ' ;
M. 30". Ruffled light pink with wide flaring falls, lighter pink at edges and
deeper pink hafts; deep pink beard. H.M., 1974. A.M., 1976.

PINK ’N MINT (Schreiner, 1979)
M.L. 36". Harmonizing dulcet light shrimp to salmon pink standards and
falls of frosty uranium to light lime green. Latter cast radiates through the
falls from an even deeper concentration of green on the reverse of petals.
H.M., 1982.

Each $5.00

Each $5.00

Each $5.00

PINK PUSSYCAT (Tompkins, 1969) Each $2.50
M.L. 36". Clear, clean bloom of rich true pink; an icy white area that shows
through central area of falls accents its purity as does a rich pink beard.
H.M., 1972.

PINK SLEIGH (Rudolph, 1970)
M. 30". Blue-pink with a touch

Each $4.00
of lavender; falls have lighter area in center.

Red beard. Beautifully ruffled petals with domed standards and
flaring falls. Excellent branching and bud count. H.M., 1971. A.M., 1973.

PINK TAFFETA (Rudolph, 1968) Each $4.00
E.M. 32". Heavily ruffled, superior, light rose pink with a beard of same
color; color harmony is exquisite. Beautiful form; branching; fine plant
habit. H.M., 1969. A.M., 1971. D.M., 1975.

PIPE DREAM (Tompkins, 1966)
M.V.L. 44". A massive flower of sparkling chamois pink undertoned with
sparkling creamy buff. Extra large with huge round petals and nice ruffling.
Haft is slightly brushed with pinkish rose. Tall, strong stalks with excellent
branching.

PIPING HOT (Schreiner, 1981)
E.M. 35". Sparkling orange-sherbet iris. Standards and edges of this airily
fluted flower are a luscious shade of peach apricot; center of each fall is a
frosted clean white; bright tangerine beard. Wide branched stems — most
double socketed — one even triple socketed — have  8 to 9 buds on three
branches. H.M., 1983. A.M., 1985.

PIZZAZZ (Tompkins, 1969)
M.L. 40". One of the finest of all deep blue Iris. In the medium to navy blue
class, it is simply huge with broad round, flaring falls; well domed standards.
H.M., 1972.

PLEATED GOWN (Roderick, 1981) Each $12.50
L. 34". Medium yellow standards; falls light yellow with white in center;
heavily pleated and ruffled. Yellow tipped beards. H.C., 1980. A.M., 1985.

POTPOURRI ('Hamblen, 1976;
E.L. 34". Smoky lilac-pink standards deepening at base; near violet, flaring
falls with infusion of plum-purple below wide burnt orange beards. Strong
well branched stalks. H.M., 1977.

PRAISE THE LORD (Boushay, 1972j . _
M.L. 38". Deep moorish blue with white beard. Broad, ruffled falls. Heavy
substance; excellent branching and bud count. H.M., 1973. A.M., 1975.

PRETTY CAROL (Hamblen, 1959) Each $2.50
M.L. 34". An extremely fine rich orchid-pink. Broad petaled and won
derful proportions. One of the few Iris in the deep raspberry to rich orchid-
pink color that has size, height and great width of petal. H.M., 1959. A.M.
1961.

semi-

Each $2.00

Each $10.00

Each $2.00

Each $4.00

Each $3.50

V

PINK ’N MINT

Each $8.00
,  -•*r

PARADISE (Catty, 1980)
M.L. 32". Charming peach pink with slightly creamy falls; Chinese orange
beards. Heavily ruffled and laced. H.M., 1982. A.M., 1984.

PATCHES (Coulter, 1979)
M. 36". Peachy standards are ruffly down to deep burgundy haft fading
into lavender overlay on the falls; orchid flush at end of bright tangerine
beard forming a single patch. Very good branching and form; extra heavy
substance.

PEACE APPEAL (J. Nelson, 1972)
M. 36". Ruffled and fluted lilac; yellow beard; falls have a near white blaze.
A truly enticing beauty.

PEACH FROST (Schreiner, 1972)

Each $5.00

Each $2.50

Each $3.00
M.L. 38". Flaring ruffled blooms with peach pink standards and falls with
same peach pink bordering a frosty gleaming white center area. Light
tangerine beard. Husky stems, well budded and finely branched. H.M.,
1973. A.M., 1975.

PERFECT INTERLUDE (Schreiner, 1984)
M. 42". A new revelation in yellow amoenas! Near white standards are
classically arched, tips touching; flouncing & undulating ruffles. Well
branched, 8 to 9 buds. H.C., 1983.

Each $3.00
M. 34". Ruffled, flaring pink self including the beard. Excellent branching
with many buds.

Each $25.00

PICTURE PINK (Terrell, 1973)

PINK SLEIGH

PRETTY PLEASE (Tompkins, 1972) Each $4.00
M.L. 38". Smooth rich pink with extremely heavily substanced blooms that
have gracefully ruffled, fluted petals of great width with perfectly domed
standards and ultra broad hafted, widely rounded, horizontally flaring falls.
Might be called a huge baby ribbon pink and icy white version of its mother,
TINSEL TOWN.

PRIDE OF IRELAND (Noyd, 1971) Each $4.00
M.L. 38". Top ranking light green with a touch of deeper green up midribs
of standards, and underside of falls. H.M., 1972.

PRISSY MISS (Coulter, 1983) Each $17.50
M. 34". Rich, bright mauve of very heavy substance with gentle, even
fluting; deep tangerine beards. 4 branches, 9 buds.

PROSPERITY (Keppel, 1972) Each $3.00
E.M. 36". Deep goldenrod with exquisite form. Standards swirled and

^t^hing^Jalls ruffled and strongly flared. Heavy, well branched stalks.
PUNCHLINE (Plough, 1968) Each $4.00

M. 34". %" border of reddish brown deftly placed on a poised, flaring
bloom of companula violet; color contrast focuses attention. Crisp form;
unique coloring. H.M., 1969. A.M., 1971.

QUEEN OF HEARTS (O. Brown, 1974) Each $4.00
M.L. 36". Brightly hued coral-pink with deeply laced edges; falls pearly
white with coral-buff laced edges. Coral pink beards, this brightly colored
salmony shaded bright buffy to salmon pink will be a joy to the gardener.
Heavy texture, good branching and bud count. Presidents Cup Winner,
1974. H.M., 1975. A.M., 1977.

RADIANT APOGEE (Cibson, 1966) Each $2.50
M. 36". A plicata done in tones of yellow. Standards are solid, bright deep
yellow; falls are clear white banded with deep gold margins and some
delicate brown tracery at the haft. Nicely ruffled flowers, well branched.
H.M., 1967. A.M., 1969.

RAIN CLOUD (D. Meek, 1978) Each $4.00
M.L. 36 . Solid blue-violet standards; white falls with heavy plicata mark
ings of blue-violet; blue tipped beards. Exceptionally well branched.

t
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PRIDE OF IRELAND

tach $4.50RAIN SHADOW (Plough, 1971)
M.L. 32". Closed ruffled Flax blue standards; flaring, fluted, ruffled deep
Victoria violet falls; Gentian blue beard. Well branched.

Each $4.00
M. 38". Magenta rose standards, serrated. Falls, Daphne red markings on
salmon rose ground. White beards, tipped nasturtium red. H.M., 1976.
A.M., 1978.

RANCHO ROSE (Gibson, 1975)

PUNCH LINE

ROYAL RUFFLES (Purviance, 1963) Each $2.00
E.M.L. 28". A lovely smooth Royal-blue with self colored beard. The
ruffled, wide flaring falls give the flowers much charm. Many buds (3 to
4 per socket) give it a long blooming season.

ROYAL TOUCH (Schreiner, 1967) Each $3.00

RASPBERRY FRILLS (Schreiner, 1984) Each $25.00
M. 39". Luminescent shade of cerise purple tending towards a raspberry
color; a spotlight of white below beard. Luxurious lacing. 2 branches with 2
spurs, 7 buds, H.C., 1983.

RASPBERRY RIPPLES (Niswonger, 1969) Each $2.50
M. 36". Deep raspberry self of large size with nicely laced petals; rich red
beard. Candelabra branched stems; superb growing qualities. H.M,, 1970.
A.M., 1972.

M.L. 34". In the RHS color chart this Iris is called Victoria violet but the

average flower lover will think of it as a pansy violet. An absolute self in
color. Smooth texture and substance of almost cardboard rigidity. H.C.,
1965. H.M., 1968. A.M., 1970.

ROYAL TRUMPETER (C. Reynolds, 1971) Each $3.00
M.L. 30". Velvety rich maroon-red self with bronze beard. Wide lightly-
ruffled petals; domed, overlapping standards; flaring falls. Very smooth
texture; heavy substance; well branched; many buds. H.M., 1972. A.M,,
1977.

REGAL AIRE (Schreiner, 1969) Each $2.00
E.M. 34". Rich, velvety deep blue; deep blue beard. Flower seems letter
perfect. H.M., 1971.

REPARTEE (C. Smith, 1968)
E. 30". Almost a true red amoena. Standards are ivory paling to creamy
white; falls, a bright blending of carmine and oxblood red bordered ivory.
H.M., 1970.

Each $4.00
Each $6.00

M.-L. 30". Blue-white standards, medium blue falls, all heavily ruffled.
H.M., 1976. A.M., 1979, D.M., 1983.

RUFFLED BALLET (Roderick, 1975)

Each $9.00RINGO (Shoop, 1979)
M. 36". Bright white standards, falls grape with h" white rim. Tangerine
beard. Lightly ruffled. H.M., 1981. A.M., 1983.

RIPPLING CLOUDS (Hamblen, 1975)
E.M. 34". Delightfully ruffled neglecta. Standards pale blue-violet; falls
medium blue-violet; bright cerise beards. Strong stalks with many well
spaced buds. H.C., 1974. H.M., 1978.

RIVER HAWK (Plough, 1979)
E,-L, 34". Flax-blue standards and royal purple to violet falls with slightly
lighter blended edging. Wisteria blue beard.

ROCKY MOUNTAINS (Hamblen, 1979)
M.L. 36". Broad petaled, well ruffled hlue-violet lilac with vivid red-orange
beards. Large flowers on strong, well branched stalks.

ROCOCO (Schreiner, 1960)
E. 39". Never did an Iris display such an intricate, saucy, petunia-like
frilling. The snowy ground of both standards and falls, the clean cut mar
gining of freshest violet blue, the classic grace, all suggest exquisite perfec
tion. H.M., 1960. A.M., 1962. Patent No. 2077.

RONDETTA (Gaulter, 1974)
M. 38". Ruffled, laced orchid tone with lighter area in fall petals. Tangeri
beard with pinkish cast. Wide petaled beauty. Strong well branched stalks.

Each $7.50
E. 28", Clear, bright “old rose” with flaring falls, fluted closed standards
and a rosy-coral beard.

ROSEANNE (Plough, 1965)
E.M.L. 34". Large orchid-purple with a pinkish glow. Beard is Saturn-red.
H.M., 1966.

ROYAL EGYPTIAN (Hinkle, 1970)
M. 30-32". A buff toned apricot beauty, delicate in appearance but like
royalty, has finish and endurance. Intensified honey-apricot at hafts gives
a richness to frame the self-colored beard. Closely held standards, dh"
wide, flare to slightly laced serrated edges. Falls, slightly darker veining,
gently arch as rounded sand dunes then fall to slightly laced, serrated edges
up-turned at the tip. H.C., 1969. H.M., 1971.

Each $3.00

Each $10.00

Each $10.00

Each $2.50

Each $4.00
ne

ROSE (Gaulter, 1979)

Each $2.00

Each $2.00

ROSE
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SAN JOSE (Ghio, 1978) Each $7.50
M.L. 38". Heavily ruffled and laced domed standards of caramel brown;
same tone washed over wide, semi-flaring, violet based falls. Caramel
brown beards. Excellent stalks and bud count. H.M., 1980. A.M,, 1982.

SAN LEANDRO (Gaulter, 1968)
E.L. 36". A most unusual shade of light purple. Rich tangerine-red beard.
Well branched. H.M., 1969. A.M., 1973.

Each $2.00

SCARLET RIBBON (Tompkins, 1966) Each $2.00
E.L. 36". One of the new red-toned varieties with  a close to scarlet garden
effect. A vivid shade of smooth red with a slight undertone of orange. Clean
hafts and profuse flowering habit. H.M., 1967.

SCHIAPARELLI (Moldovan, 1972)
E.M. 32". Deep, clear pink self with deeper toned beard of cerise-pink.
Large, well formed ruffled blooms; adequate bud count. A flashy creation.
H.C., 1972. H.M., 1975.

SEABORNE (Palmer, 196S)
M.L. 36". Ruffled, medium blue with tightly held standards; broad,
horizontal, flaring falls. H.M., 1966.

SERENE DUET (D. Palmer, 1977)
M. 32". Billowing white standards touch and never open; there is a hint of
yellow at the base of midribs. Broad, ruffled, flaring falls are pastel yellow
with narrow trim of white at edges; matching yellow beard. Strong grower.
H.C., 1976. H.M., 1979.

Each $4.00

Each $2.00

Each $12.50
i

Each $10.00SHEER POETRY (D. Palmer, 1979)
M. 35". Striking caramel buff with infusions. Domed standards have orchid-
lavender midribs and a blush of yellow at base; flaring falls have yellow
around beard and blue-lavender flush below it. Both blend into the caramel

buff and have a tiny, lacy, light tan
pleats. H.M., 1981. A.M., 1983.

SHINING ARMOR (Knocke, 1972)
M. 40". Large, vigorous, floriferous, broad and flaring, moderately ruffled
white. Huge, but graceful blooms are 7" x 6"; hafts are 4" across; 9 buds
per stem; long blooming. H.C., 1970. H.M., 1973.

SHIPSHAPE (Babson, 1969)
E.M. 38". Broadly petaled, finely balanced in shape, it ranks among the
largest medium blues. Rich in color, an intense medium blue, it has an
easy undulating form with excellent well branched stems which support
this mammoth bloom beautifully. H.M., 1970. A.M., 1972. D.M., 1974.

Each $5.00
maroon shading in standards and h"
1976. A.M., 1981.

rim. Beautiful form, mass of ruffles and

Each $4.00

Each $5.00

SHOWCASE (Schreiner, 1975)
M. 35". : "

penciling

ROYAL TOUCH

RUSTIC CEDAR (Schreiner, 1981)
M.L. 35". This large blend of light gold copper-tan has flowers that are 8"
from top to bottom & falls that are 4'A" across.  2 branches, 6 to 7 buds.
H.M.. 1983.

SABER DANCE (O. Brown, 1970)
M. 38". Amaranth rose standards, ruffled and domed; falls blended cham
pagne and rose with heavier concentration of color at hafts. Beard raspberry
based tipped burnt orange. Fine branching. H.M., 1971.

SAIL ON (Marsh, 1972)
M.L. 34". Large violet blue self with closed standards and semi-flaring
falls. Both falls and standards are very ruffled with an unusual crepe like
finish overall. Inner 2/3 of beard is tangerine; outer 1/3 is pale blue. Well
branched stalk carries 10 well spaced blooms. Good increaser. H.C., 1970.

Each $4.00
M.L. 35". Ruffled and fluted medium blue. Excellently formed on sturdy
well branched stems. H.C., 1972. H.M., 1974.

Each $10.00

Each $3.00

Each $2.00

SAILOR’S DANCE (Schreiner, 1973)

SILENCE (Tompkins, 1966)
M.L. 38". A brilliantly rich, deep yellow with a rich self-colored beard
and a slightly lighter Canary yellow glow over the central part of the falls.
It has large size, perfect form, heavy substance and wide, elegantly ruffled
petals with wide, delightfully pleated hafts. H.C., 1965. H.M., 1968.

SILENT MAJESTY (Hamblen, 1977)
M.L. 36". Large, dark violet self with matching beards. Rich velvety texture;
strong stalks; vigorous. H.M., 1978. A.M., 1981.

SILVER HEATHER (Niswonger, 1978) Each $6.00
M. 32". Ruffled, silvery lilac self with red beards. Good branching. H.M.,
1980.

Bright yellow plicata with
I of maroon on falls. H.M.,

Each $2.50

Each $5.00

SILVER SHOWER (Schreiner, 1974)
M. 36". Dazzling bright — tantalizing, fluted, lacy, rounded, pearly white
describes this bubbly, animated, stately, satiny large white Iris; bright red-
tangerine beard. Well branched stems, 7-9 buds. H.C., 1973. H.M., 1975.

Each $4.00

SAILOR’S DANCE SHINING

ARMOR
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SOARING FLIGHT (Knocke, 1978)
M. 36". Gorgeous medium blue; white beards tipped blue; domed standards,
wide flaring falls.

SON OF STAR (Plough, 1969) Each $3.00
E.L. 36". Intense orange blend with a pink glow in standards. Falls orange,
blending to buttercup yellow in center. Showy Marigold orange beard.
Fine branching. H.M., 1970. A.M., 1972.

SOUL MUSIC (D. Meek, 1978)
E.M. 38". Fluorescent, dark red-violet self with bronze shoulders; violet
beards tipped bronze. Vigorous.

SPACE ODYSSEY (Hager, 1978) Each $5.00
M. 38". Large spotless white; plicata edgings of lavender-blue, yellow
beards. H.M., 1980.

Each $3.50

Each $3.00

SPANISH GIFT (Shoop, 1965) Each $3.00
E.M. 35". Warm, glowing, bright orange self; beard still deeper orange-red
on creamy central ground.

SPARTAN (Schreiner, 1973) Each $3.00
M. 35". A smooth, glossy, rich red Iris. Bright and shiny for such a deep
shade. It is a self with unveined haft, large spectacular flowers on well
branched stems. One of the reddest of Iris performing extremely well in
all kinds of weather. H.C., 1972. H.M., 1974. A.M., 1976.

Each $2.50STARBURST (Tompkins, 1967)
M.L. 37". Combination of tones of flaming copper red with sonorous red
brown shot throughout flower. Classic flower form  — rigid, domed
standards and full, flaring falls. H.M., 1968.

Each $4.00STARRING ROLE (D. Palmer, 1973)
L.M. 36". Vibrant, glistening medium yellow self. Broad ruffled petals.
Touching standards; flaring falls. Strong stems. H.M., 1974. A.M., 1976.

STAR SPANGLED (Hamblen, 1974) Each $2.50
M.L. 36". Blazing yellow with undertones of orange. Standards have green
ish midribs, falls are slightly deeper, lightening in center area. Orange
beard. Conic standards, arched flaring falls, lightly ruffled. Large sunfast
flowers on strong well branched stalks. H.M., 1975.

STARTLER (Schreiner, 1978)
M. 37". Beautifully frilled and laced white with heavy red beard. Excellent
branching and bud count. H.C., 1976. H.M., 1980.

STEPPING OUT (Schreiner, 1964) Each $2.50
M.L. 38". A rich violet and white plicata, strikingly picoteed. The snowy
ground color has a handsome glossy sheen, while the rich pansy-violet
margining has a stylish ruffling that greatly enhances its beauty. Large
blooms, held aloft with regal carriage and ideal, 4-way branching, create a
beautiful clump. H.M,, 1965. A.M., 1967. D.M., 1968.

STEELING SILVER (Moldovan, 1963)
M. 36". An extremely fluted and ruffled blue-violet bitone. After being
open a few hours, a silvery edging develops around the petal edges. Perfect
domed standards; smartly flaring falls, slightly deeper than the standards;
a white tipped beard. Well branched; vigorous. The very ruffled form
and the silver edge, which does vary with weather conditions, makes this
a novel Iris. H.M., 1964. A.M., 1966,

Each $4.00

Each $2.00

SHIPSHAPE

SIVA SIVA (Gibson, 1962)
M. 36"

Each $2.00
. A flamboyant combination of rich golden standards flushed with

cinnamon and porcelain white falls heavily bordered and etched brilliant
red-mahogany-brown. All petals are fluted and rippled; flaring falls are
almost horizontal. Large, long lasting flowers are fragrant with the scent
of spice. H.M., 1963.

SKYFIRE (Schreiner, 1980)
M. 36". Rich orange-amber, including beards. A radiant garden beacon.
H.M., 1982.

SNOW CLOUD (Schreiner, 1970) Each $3.50
E.M. 40". Soft tinted blue and snow white bloom reaches the colossal size

of 8-9" yet the graceful flowers are airily ruffled and in splendid proportion.
H.C., 1969. H.M., 1971.

SNOWY WONDERLAND (O. Brown, 1979)
M. 33". Snowy white; vivid wide orange beards and haft overlaid lemon
yellow. H.M., 1981.

Each $6.00

Each $6.00

Each $4.00

L. 35". Ruffled, laced blue with its pert white center fluff by the beard.
H.C., 1977. H.M., 1981. A.M., 1983.

STORM CENTER (Schreiner, 1979) Each $5.00
M. 38". Lustrous, deep rich blue-violet self with ruffling on all petals. H.C.,
1978. H.M., 1981.

ST. LOUIS BLUES (Schreiner, 1979)

SILENCE STARBURST
rf-'
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STARRING ROLE SUN WORSHIPPER- Hr

SUMPTUOUS (Gaulter, 1978)
M. 38". Heavily laced light apricot-peach. Domed standards and wide flar
ing falls with buff orange beards.

SUN KING (J. Stahly, 1977)

Each $7.00

Each $8.00

Each $2.50STRANGE INTERLUDE ("Spence, 1971)
M. 30". Smoky tan with violet infusion and brilliant orange beard. Lovely
form, resembling its famous pod parent, RIPPLING WATERS. Blooms are
well spaced on strong stalks.

STRANGE MAGIC (Plough, 1969)
E.M. 30". Standards are a blend of French and Hyacinth blue; falls the
same French blue with a blended center strip of Hyacinth below the
beard. H.M., 1970.

STUDY IN BLACK (Plough, 1968)
E.M. 36". Large, horizontally flaring bloom of velvety red black; clean
brown hafts; matching beard. H.M., 1969. A.M., 1973.

SULTAN’S PALACE (Schreiner, 1977)
M. 34". Beautiful velvety bloom with luxuriously vibrant shades of red and a
darker maroon cast. Crisp, jauntily flaring petals of this rich non-fading red
have outstanding substance. Color doesn’t burn or blue. Rigid branched
stems with 7-9 buds. H.M., 1979.

SUMMER DAWN (Z. Benson, 1968)
M.L. 36". Beautiful golden yellow self with a bright red tangerine beard;
large flowers; closed standards; wide flaring falls with graceful ruffling.
Blooms are spaced in perfect sequence of sturdy stalks. Vigorous. H.M.,
1972.

Each $2.00

Each $3.00

Each $4.00

Each $4.00

M. 36". Ruffled warm white self with base of standards and hafts bright
yellow; yellow style arms; bright yellow beards. A.M., 1980.

SUNSET SCENE (Hoyd, 1970)
M.L. 33". Nicely formed light orange with lots of life. Orange-tangerine
beard. Well branched.

Each $3.00

SUNSET SKY (Roe, 1969) Each $2.50
M. 36". Picture the sun’s afterglow and you have  a visualization of the
magical coloring of this Iris. Bright yellow standards are enriched with falls
of rosy lavender, edged yellow. These tones are an exceptional combination
and will enchant you. H.M., 1971.

SUN WORSHIPPER (Hager, 1972) Each $3.00
M. 36". Fiery deep yellow with heavy saturation of color. Nonfading.
Lovely gracefully formed florets. Stems somewhat erratic, depending on
the weather, but at their best are strong and well budded. H.M., 1974.

SUPERSIMMON (Parker, 1978)
M. 31". Velvety, bright persimmon orange with small white blaze at tip
of deeper orange beards. Firmly held standards and flaring falls all lightly
ruffled and crimped. H.C., 1977. H.M., 1980.

SUPERSTITION (Schreiner, 1977)
M. 36". Ebony-black self showing a hint of maroon; dark, blue-black beard.
Broad petals; light ruffling; heavy substance. H.M., 1978. A.M., 1981.

SYMPHONY (Hinkle, 1958)
M. 36". Gracefully ruffled sea-blue, broad flaring falls. Excellent branching,
substance. H.M., 1958. Ente Provinciate Turismo Award, Florence, Italy,
1962. A.M., 1963.

TAFFY TWIST (Roe, 1966)
M. 35". Greenish blend of pale olive and light lavender blue with touch
of golden green at hafts. Very lovely; usually reblooms. H.M., 1968.

Each $5.00

Each $5.00

Each $2.00

Each $2.00

STEPPING OUT

TAHITI WNRISE (Ernst, 1963) Each $2.00
M. 36". A perfectly proportioned pink with an undertone of salmon. A
heavy Saturn red beard and very broad falls. The blooms are extra large in
size. Well branched. H.C., 1962. H.M., 1965.

TANYA (Deforest 1970) Each $2.50
M.L. 34 . Another bitone. Dark olive ochre standards; purplish black
greenish sheened falls. Lovely.

TASTE OF HONEY (Schreiner, 1966) Each $2.00
M. 37". A brilliant, vibrant yellow with boldly brushed strokes of desert
brown, unique and striking. Excellent form, height and novel markings
Well branched. H.M., 1967.

TEMPLE GOLD (Luihn, 1977) Each $4.00
M.L. 38". Laced and ruffled aureolin yellow; thick beards of cadmium
OTange. Broad flaring falls. Strong stems, excellent branching and bud count.
Floriferous. H.M., 1978. A.M., 1980.

r m u Each $3.00
M. 34 . 1 his palest ot blues is sheer poetry in motion, for the perfectly
arched standards touch at the tips then flow in deep waves from the
darker blue midrib. Broad ruffled style arms of near white are accented
by ruffled crests of the well known blue of SYMPHONY. Veining, of a
deeper blue, intensifies the feeling of movement giving a lift to the flared
and deeply ruffled falls that set the musical stage for this ballet in blue. In
spite of hafts that measure 21^" with center falls at there is a delicacy
in carriage. Cream to yellow tipped beard. H.C., 1966. H.M. 1972
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TANYA

TIBURON
THICK AND CREAMY (Weiler, 1978)

E.M, 36". Large creamy white; pale primrose beards. Broad petaled, heavily
substanced, domed standards and flaring falls. Healthy dark green foliage;
exceptionally well branched stalks. H.M., 1980. A.M., 1983.

THRESHOLD (Hamblen, 1968)
E.M. 34". Gracefully ruffled lobelia blue violet with red orange beard. Fine
form, branching, bud count, extremely vigorous. H.C., 1967. H.M., 1972.

TIBURON (Gaulter, 1971)
M. 36". Deep orchid with flaming red beards. Petals fluted and waved.
Many large blooms on strong stems. H.M., 1974.

TIDE’S IN (Schreiner, 1983)
E.M. 36". Elegantly ruffled broad fresh sea-blue dazzler. H.C., 1981. H.M.

Each $5.00

Each $2.00

Each $3.00

Each $18.00

VALENTINA (Spence, 1973) Each $4.00
M. 34". Glistening white with a heavy tangerine red beard. Large blooms,
ruffled and laced. Excellent stalk and bud count. H.M., 1974. Xm., 1979.

VERMONT (Gaulter, 1974)
M. 38". Pure white ruffled beauty with perfection in form and plant habit.
Well branched, strong stalks. Vigorous.

VICTORIA FALLS (Schreiner, 1977)
E.L. 40". Fresh light blue self with fall centers and beards of white; beauti
fully ruffled petals. Exceptional branching and bud count. H.M., 1978. A.M.,
1980. D.M., 1984.

VIRGINIA SQUIRE (Gaulter, 1973)
M. 36". Deep blue; closed standards; blue beards, gold at the throat. Well
balanced stems. H.C., 1972. H.M., 1974.

VITAFIRE (Schreiner, 1968)
M. 34". Bright cherry rose with extremely smooth texture. A crisp, silken
appearance which, with its ruffled, crisp, waving petals, gives it a most
graceful air. H.M., 1969.

Each $4.00

Each $5.00

Each $4.00

Each $3.00

1985.

TILLAMOOK (Schreiner, 1960) Each $2.00
E. 36". Orange-red with lots of garden value. Smoothly, finished, well
branched and early in season make it outstanding. H.M., 1961.

TIPPERARY (Hamblen, 1972) Each $2.00
E.M. 30". Wide petaled, ruffled violet blue self with lighter area in falls
and showy orange-red beard. Domed standards, arched flaring falls. Strong
stem with well spaced flowers. H.M., 1973.

TONALEA (Deforest, 1959)
M. 36". Very large rose-red; deeper overlay on wide flaring falls; silken
sheen. Wide, clean haft; brown beard; wide closed standards.

Each $2.00
VICTORIA FALLS

Each $5.00
E.M. 36". Striking bicolor with excellent form. Standards of blended cham-

, midribs and style arms infused with violet; falls medium violet
. blue blaze at base of blue-violet tipped bronze beards. Superb

pagne-tan,
with small

TOUCH OF CLASS (Wagstaff, 1975)

stalks. H.M., 1977.
TROPICAL NIGHT (Schreiner, 1970) Each $2.50

E.M. 36". Decorous sculptured blooms are arrestingly contrasting with
luxurious plush violet falls and sultry blue standards; brownish blue beard.
Rich, flawless bloom; well branched stems. H.M., 1972.

Each $4.00TUPELO HONEY (Gaulter, 1975)
M. 35". Deep, clear orange, standards tipped white. Falls slightly deeper i
color, tangerine beard. Tightly rolled conical standards and slight flare i
falls. H.M., 1976.

TUXEDO (Schreiner, 1965) Each $2.00
M. 37". Has incredible depth and richness of color and phenomenal breadth
of petals. Very velvety, solid blue-black of exceptional size with an extra
fine stem; extremely fine branching. H.M., 1969.

TWIST OF FATE (G. Palmer, 1980)

in

in

Each $20.00
E. 32". Light violet blue standards are deeper at base and veined darker
blue-violet; velvety black falls. Pale violet beard with light bronze hair tips.
Good substance; light ruffling; two branches and spur with 7-9 buds. H.M.,
1982. 1

Each $2.5
L. 34". A copper and white plicata, the standards flushed with mulberr
and a soft tint of mulberry barely present near rim of falls. Petals ari
decidedly crimped and fluted at the margins.

ULTRAPOISE (Noyd, 1962) Each $2.00
M.L. 34". A happy flower of golden straw yellow with a flush of pink
in the standards; falls ruffled and flaring, and the bright, bright reddish
tangerine beard glows like fire. Of faultless form; most zestfully colored;
perfectly branched. A small rooting variety. H.M., 1963. A.M., 1965.

ULTRALURE (Gibson, 1968)

.1
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Each $4.00

M.L. 38". This perfectly proportioned, impeccable formed bloom is an
entrancing shade of rosy orchid. Wonderfully branched stems bear in
dividual blooms in ideal show room splendor. A picture of elegance. H.M.,
1971.

WAYWARD WIND (Baker, 1958)
E.M.L. 36". Burnished antique-bronze self even to the beard, slight in
fusion of chartreuse. Fine tailored form, heavy substance prolific bloomer.
Domed standards and flaring falls. H.M., 1958. A.M., 1961.

WEDDING CANDLES (Schreiner. 1982)
E.M. 36". A sparkling beauty in yellow amoena of great size and vigor.
Slightly ruffled yellow falls have no haft pattern; light creamy-white
standards. 3 branches and 6 buds per stem. H.C., 1981. H.M., 1984.

WEST COAST (Knopf, 1968)
M. 34". Gorgeous deep golden yellow with nicely ruffled and laced
Brilliant orange beard. Stalks are strong, well branched, with almost per
fect spacing of blooms. Non-fading in hottest sun. H.M., 1969. A.M., 1971.

WHITE LIGHTNING (GaUy, 1974)
E. 35". Gorgeous white with clear gold shoulders at haft; bright yellow
beard. Standards upright, falls arched and semi-flaring. Heavily ruffled;
strong stems; well spaced blooms, H.M., 1975. A.M., 1977.

WARM LAUGHTER (Schreiner, 1970)

Each $2.00

Each $10.00

Each $3.00
form.

Each $3.50

Each $2.00
huge broad petaled blooms of elegant
Smoke or Chamois Grey with midribs

WILD MELODY (Tompkins, 1971)
M.-V.L. 39". Lovely bitone with
flaring form. Standards are Wild
touched amethyst. Falls are rich amethyst wine with blended borders of
Wild Smoke; wide, brownish gold, red toned beards.

WILD PLUM (Plough, 1963)
E.M.L. 34". Large bloom with closed standards & semi-flaring, heavily
ruffled falls. Standards are a brown tone of plum purple; falls are lighter &
bluer than spectrum violet with
orange tipped blue. H.M., 1966.

ROSES (Hall, 1963)
M. 35". A combination of clear rose-pink and deep violet purple, the
edging of rose-pink around the velvety falls exactly matches the standards.
Ruffled, flaring, clean and sharp in contrast. Large blooms, well branched.
H.M,, 1964. A.M., 1966.

WINNER’S CIRCLE (Plough, 1972)
E.M.L. 38". Large bloom with very broad rounded petals, classically
domed-standards and flaring falls. Deep black violet, very rich and glowing
standards; falls are same but have large silver dollar size area of pure
velvety looking white just below the beard. H.M., 1973. A.M., 1975.

WINTER DREAMS (Newhard, 1970)
E.L. 38". Quality white self with matching beard. Falls deeply fluted. Strong
well branched stalks with many buds. H.M., 1973.

WOODLAND ROSE (Brown, O.L., 1970)
M.L. 40". Beautifully ruffled, rosy lavender with nasturtium beard. Closed,
rounded standards; rippled, flaring falls. Excellent, widely spaced branch
ing. H.M., 1971.

Each $2.50

vr/ border same color as standards. Beard is

Each $2.00WINE AND

Each $3.50

Each $3.00

Each $5.00

WAYWARD WIND

"Only a small order this time; however. I’ve ordered more than 40 daylilies and
Iris from you over the past 18 months and want to thank you all for the
and quality you place in each order. Every plant has thrived and, at least,
doubled. I order plants from three other Nurseries on a regular basis, but you
are the only grower who has never shipped me a disappointment.”

M.W., Hopewell, N]

care

GUARANTEE
We exercise the greatest care to keep our plants true to name and

are willing at any time to repiace, on proper proof, all stock that may
prove untrue. We ship healthy, thrifty roots freshly dug from our
fields and gardens. Anyone not entirely satisfied should return
stock immediately and proper adjustment will be made. We CAN
NOT assume responsibility after safe delivery. Of course, you would
not expect us to replace stock lost due to freezing, bad drainage,
drought, heat, carelessness, neglect or lack of experience on the
part of the planter. The above mentioned conditions are entirely
beyond our control and we cannot be held responsible for stock
when lost because of them. No complaints can be entertained more
than 10 days after deiivery.
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A SENSATIONAL INNOVATION for 1986!!!
Our extraordinary bonus offer allows you to make your own
collection, and select up to 100% more in Irises. You may purchase
Irises at Vz price from the following list if the CASH PART (after
deduction) of your order FROM THIS COLLECTION is $25.00 and up.

.$ 3.00Dream Affair Irish Dream

To illustrate, select $50.00 worth of Irises from the foliowing list,
yet PAY ONLY $25.00; select $75.00 worth, pay only $37.50, etc. This
offer is limited to these 175 kinds only — listed here:

Acapulco Gold...$10.00
Angels’Robes.... 7.50
Anon

Autumn Leaves.. 4.00

Baroque
Beaux Arts

Beyond
Blue Luster

Blue Reflection...

Bonanza Belle....

Buffy
Candy Shop
Carnaby
Carolina Gold

Carved Angel
Chain O’ Gold

Chapeau
Charisma

Chartreuse

Ruffles

Cheesecake

Cherished

Christmas Time.. 3.00

City Farmer.
Copper Classic... 6.00
Corai Glow....

Coral Magic..
Cosmopolitan
Creative

Stitchery...
Crow’s Nest..

Dawn Glory...
Deep Caress..
Deep Fire
Dixie Darling.

4.00

5.00

5.00

9.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

3.50

7.50

5.00

3.50

4.00

5.00

20.00

6.00

3.00

5.00

3.00

25.00

10.00

12.50

3.00

5.00

4.00

Dream Lover

Drury Lane...
Elysian Fields.... 4.00
Feathertop..
Fifty Grand..
Flamenco....

Flaming Day
Floating Cloud... 4.00
Fond Illusion

Fort Apache.
Fresno Calypso.. 6.00
Full Tide

Gallant Moment. 6.00

Gay Parasol
Gentle

Persuasion 4.00

Gentle Rain

Giazed Orange.... 3.00
Glenbrook

Glendale..

Going My Way... 3.50
Gold Burst

Golden Claret

Gold Ring
Grand Waitz..

Gypsy Belle...
Gypsy Prince.
Harbor Fire...

Haviland

Heavenly
Angels

Helen Boehm 4.00

Holiday House... 5.00
Hot Line

$4.00
5.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

5.00

10.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

10.00

4.00

6.00

3.00

3.00

5.00

4.00

6.00

3.00

10.00

Rocky
Mountains $10.00

Rondetta

Rose

4.00

7.50

Study In Black ...$3.00
Sultan’s Palace.. 4.00

Summer Dawn... 4.00

Sumptuous
Sun King....
Sunset Scene 3.00

7.00

8.00

Irish Tune..

Islands of

Light
Joyce Terry
Kentucky Derby. 4.00
Lake Placid

Latin Lover

Launching Pad... 3.00
Laurel Park

5.00

3.00

4.00

6.00

5.00

Palisades

Paradise

Patches

Peach Frost...

Perfect

Interlude....

Picture Pink..

Pinafore Pink

Pink Angel ....
Pink ’N’ Mint.

Pink Sleigh....
Pink Taffeta..

Pleated Gown

Potpourri
Praise The Lord . 3.50

Pretty Please
Pride of

Ireland

Prosperity
Punchline

Queen of

Hearts

Rain Cioud....

Rain Shadow 4.50

Rancho Rose

Ringo
Rippling Ciouds.. 3.00
River Hawk

$3.00
8.00

5.00

3.00

25.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

12.50

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

9.00

10.00

Royal
Trumpeter

Ruffled Ballet 6.00

3.00

Sun

Rustic Cedar

Saber Dance

Sailor’s Dance. .. 4.00

San Jose

Serene Duet

Sheer Poetry
Showcase

Silent Majesty.... 5.00
Silver Heather.... 6.00

Silver Shower.... 4.00

Skyfire
Snow Cloud

Snowy
wonderland.... 6.00

Son of Star

Soul Music

Space Odyssey.. 5.00
Spanish Gift
Spartan
Startler

St. Louis Blues...

Storm Center

10.00

3.00

7.50

12.50

10.00

5.00

6.00

3.50

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

3.00Worshipper
Supersimmon
Superstition..
Temple Gold..
Tempo
Thick and

Creamy
Tiburon

Tide’s In

Tupelo Honey
Twist of Fate

Vermont

Victoria Falls

Virginia Squire... 4.00
Vitafire

Warm Laughter.. 4.00
Wedding
Candles.

West Coast

White Lightning.. 3.50
Winter Dreams... 3.00

Woodland Rose.. 5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

5.00

3.00

18.00

4.00

20.00

4.00

5.00

3.00

10.00

3.00

Lemon Glitter 12.50

Lemon Mist,

Lightup 3.00

Liz 4.00

Lorilee

Louise Watts

Love With Lace.. 4.00

Lucky Number... 5.00
Margarita
Mary Frances.... 5.00
Masada

Michelin

Minnesota

Glitters

Misty Dawn...
Misty
Moonscape,

Mile. Modiste,

Modern Classic.. 4.00

Navajo Blanket.. 5.00
New Moon.

Night Frost.
Opening Night.... 5.00
Orchid Tapestry.. 3.00
Pacific Mist

8.00

3.00

3.00

20.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

7.50

3.00

3.00

6.00

5.00

Or for those who may desire fewer, you can still get 50% more Iris
by deducting 1/3 on any order under $25.00. For example, you may
select $15.00 value and yet pay only $10.00; $21.00 value, yet pay
only $14.00; $24.00 value, yet pay only $16.00, etc. Minimum order
at 1/3 off is $10.00 NET CASH.

Notch Iris1986 Top Iris Diamonds of The Garden

Select 4

1986
Gay Parasol
Going My Way
Hayride
Irish Dream
Jewel Tone

Joyce Terry
Jungle Song
Kentucky Derby
Lilac Haze

Mascara
New Rochelle
Peach Frost

Pink ’N' Mint
Praise The Lord

Pretty Please
Pride of Ireland
Punchline

Queen of Hearts
Rondetta

Rose

Royal Egyptian
Sailor’s Dance
San Leandro

Scarlet Ribbon
Son of Star

Spanish Gift
Spartan
Sultan's Palace

Supersimmon
Tiburon

Tipperary
Victoria Falls

Wayward Wind

Blue Luster
Blue Reflection

Buffy
Carnaby
Cloverdale

Cosmopolitan
Daisy Powell
Deep Space
Dixie Darling
Dream Affair
Dream Lover

Drury Lane
Elysian Fields
Emissary
Flaming Day
Full Tide
Gala Madrid

Tahiti Sunrise

Taste of Honey
Threshold
Tillamook

Tipperary
Tonalea
Tuxedo

Ultrapoise
Wayward Wnd
Wild Melody
Wine and Roses

Baccarat
Caliente

Celestial Glory
Cimarron Strip
Credo

Daisy Powell
Dancing Bride
Dave’s Orchid

Deep Space
Desert Thistle

Ecstatic Night

Marie Phillips
Marion Maid

May Orchid
Meadowlark Fringe San Leandro

Scarlet Ribbon
Seaborne

Siva Siva

Sterling Silver
Strange Magic
Symphony
Taffy Twist

Royal Egyp
Royal Ruffles
Sail On

tian

Mount Eden

Orchid Brocade

Orchid Wings
Pipe Dream
Pizzazz

Regalaire
Roseanne

Emissary
Ever and Ever

Frontier Marshall

Gala Gown
Heaven’s Own

Henry Shaw
Lilac Haze

Lovely Diana
Lovely Light
Lula Marguerite
Lunar Fire

Select 3
Star Spangled
Stepping Out
Strange Interlude
Sunset Sky
Tanya
Tropical Night
Ultralure
Wild Plum

Jungle Song
Lilac Mist

Lilting Melody
Martinique
Mascara

New Rochelle

Night Owl
On Target
Orange Chariot

Out Yonder

Peace Appeal
Pink Pussycat
Pretty Carol
Radiant Apogee
Raspberry Ripples
Rococo

Silence
Starburst

8 for n8««
Babbling Brook
Ballyhoo
Blue Vista

Brave Viking
Camelot Rose
Cloverdale
Dream Time
Flair

Flaming Star

Gala Madrid

Gingerbread Castle
Grand Alliance

Hayride
Heartbreaker

Heather Hawk

Heavenly Pink
Jeweled Empress
Jewel Tone

Select

All 50 for $112.00
(Catalog value $168.00)

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY,
Mrs. R. V. Ramsey, Sec.
6518 Beachy Aue.
Wichita, Kansas 67206

will supply you with membership application

forms, rent slides, and answer many
questions that we cannot answer.

7 IRISES...ONLY $10.00 as indicated
(Catalog value $15.50)

All 99 for $140.00 (Catalog value $220.00)
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PRETTY PLEASE

$4.00

SON OF STAR

$3.00

1st ANMVER
;oo from below listing only
rom below listing only All 70 for

(Catalog value $169.00)

Daisy Powell Feathertop
Flaming Star
Frontier Marshall

Gentle Rain

Deep Space
Ecstatic Night

'on Strip Emissary

s
Gypsy Belledale

Hayride)politan
Heather Hawk

Irish Dream

Jewel Tone

Joyce Terry
Jungle Song
Lilac Haze

Lilac Mist

Lovely Light

Lula Marguerite
Marie Phillips
Martinique
Mascara

May Orchid
Meadowlark Fringe
Mount Eden

New Rochelle

Night Owl
On Target
Orange Chariot
Orchid Wings

I

'FEY

$3.00



SPARTAN JOYCE TERRY

$3.00

GOING MY WAY

SARY SPECIAL

KPICTURED ANNIVERSARY OFFER

89900 (Catalog . g
value $33.00) ̂  m

1 each of the 10 pictured
on these two pages only

Palisades Taffy Twist Ultrapoise
Peace Appeal Tahiti Sunrise Wild Melody
Peach Frost Tanya Wine and Roses

Praise The Lord Taste of Honey
Pride of Ireland Threshold
Rarliant Ar\r>naa Ti 11 ̂  m

FLAMING DAY



SHOPPING FOR PEONIES
with “The WILD’S of Missouri

ANN COUSINS BETTER TIMES

AGLOW (Nicholls-Wild ir Son, 1959)
L. D. White. M.H. A delightful creamy white with  a breath of shell-pink
over center. Broad, waxy substanced petals are rolled outward, giving
appearance of a huge white rose. Strong stiff stems; clean foliage.

AIRAWAY (Wild, 1970)
M. J. Rose-red. 32-37" F. 8" blooms. A very free blooming deep rose pink
or light rose red. Center petaloids are very even, compact; are edged and
tipped gold. Petals are lacy and crimped. Dark green foliage; stiff stems.

ALPINE AIRE (Minks, 1985)
E.M. D. White. 36". F. Distinguished from other cultivars of its type by a
frilling and lacing of petal extremities. Color, an alpine white with some sun
glitter, commands attention in the landscape. A floriferous semi-ball beauty
with glossy, vigorous foliage.

ANN COUSINS (Cousins, 1946)
L. D. White, M.H. R.F. Full double white. Flowers large. The open flower
needs support. Foliage is large. Plant is a vigorous and healthy
a dependable bloomer. The quality of the bloom is excellent.

ARMISTICE (Ke/sey, I93S;
L.M. D. Pink. T. N.F. Large rose-pink. Strong stems, rose formation; very
good variety. One of the best.

ASTARTE (Saunders, 1951) Hybrid.
E. S. Pink. M.H. Ivory flushed pink. Mlokosewitschi in the hybridizing cross
ives ASTARTE a golden-ivory sheen. Very fine and vigorous. Quadruple
ybrid: albiflora, officinalis, Macrophylla, Mlokosewitschi.

ATTAR OF ROSES ('Muratusfeo, 1951,)
E. D. Dark Pink. T. F. A dark pink seedling of Mons. Jules Elie. Rose type
with a few hidden stamens. It blooms very early on strong stems. Good
dark green foliage. One of the most fragrant of all Peonies.

BETTER TIMES (Franklin, 1941) Each $8.00
L.M. D. Pink. T. Deep rose-pink of rose form, straight, strong stems, flori
ferous. Very showy. Good cut flower.

BIG BEN (Auten, 1943) Each $8.00
E. D. Red. T. F. Medium dark red bomb; opens well, large bloom on stiff
stems. Good in the South; good seed parents.

BO-PEEP (Auten, 1944) Each $5.00
L. J. CERISE. T. A cheerful little bloom of cerise or near cherry red flushed
to almost white in the center. Petals of this anemone are help cupped and
erect for some time. Good plant for landscape work.

Each $7.00

Each $8.00

Each $20.00

Each $6.00

grower and

Each $8.00

Each $15.00

Each $17.50

BOWL OF CREAM (Klehm, 1963) Each $8.00
M. D. White. 31". Clean glistening cream white with hidden golden stamens
which tend to light up center of the 9'A" bloom. Full double rose type; long
lasting blooms; outstanding green foliage; robust grower.

CANDY HEART (Bigger, 1961)
L.M. D. White 30-36". Large white with pink tints and very large splotches
of very bright red around center. Blooms somewhat flat when wide open.
Strong stems, heavy dark green foliage.

CARINA (Saunders, 1944) Hybrid. Each $12.50
E.M. S.D. Scarlet hybrid. 29". Of greatest brilliance is this dazzling scarlet
of excellent form. 3 rows of petals are light fiery red with a bit of orange;
hidden pistils are greenish with pink tops; stamens are light yellow in small
dense cluster. Lactiflora x officinalis lobata. Stock scarce.

CARRARA (Bigger, 1952)
M. J. White. 36". White bud, white guard petals, white staminodes edged
with yellow and white pistils. Flower opens white and stays white. Medium
green foliage. In 1967 bloomed with much pink in it.

CASABLANCA (Lins, 1942)
L. D. White. T. Full doubl

Each $10.00

Each $8.00

Each $10.00
e pure white. Extremely large flower of fine form.

Stiff, extra strong stems. Giant foliage all the way down.

BIG BEN

Descriptive Abbreviations
SEASONHEIGHTFRAGRANCE

F.—fragrant
M.F.—mild fragrance
N.F.—normal

fragrance
No F.—no fragrance
R.F.—Rose fragrance
V.F.—very fragrant

TYPE

D.—double

J.—Japanese
S.—single

emi-

double
S.D.

M.H.—medium

height
S

E.—early
E.M.
L.—late
L.M.—late midseason
M.—midseason

V.E.—very early
very late

arly midseaso

V.L

n
.—short
T.—tall

V.T.—very tall
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CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYCELEBRATION (Nicholh, 1964)
V.L. D. Deep rose. T. Col. Nicholls described its color as deep rose purple,
and our color chart gives it as Mallow Purple. The center of this very large,
rose type Peony is full of small finely cut petals giving an airy appearance.
Strong plants; stiff stems; dark green foliage.

CENTENNIAL (Bigger, 1961)
L. D. Pink. 30". Large, full double bright dark pink with a few stamens.
Good stems, dark green foliage.

CHAMINADE (Auten, 1933)
L. M. J. Pink. T. The trim b
center. Good substance; stiff stems.

CHERRY HILL (Thurlow, 1915)
E.D. Red. Deep garnet. Large flowers with a beautiful sheen. Stamens are
very showy in blooms not fully developed. Excellent.

CHERRY ROYAL (Wild, 1970)
M. D. Coral pink. Very full, symmetrical blooms of a beautiful coral pink.
No stamens in this medium sized flower.

CHOCOLATE SOLDIER (Auten, 1939) Hybrid. Each $12.50
V.E. J. Red. Rich black-red Japanese bomb type with some yellow dots on
center petals. Sometimes blooming Japanese, other times double.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY (Wild, 1983) Hybrid.
V.E. S. Red. 31". Vibrant, glistening bright rich red of very broad petals
which surround a fairly large cluster of golden pollen bearing stamens.
After STARLIGHT, this is 1st to bloom in our garden. Stiff, strong stems on
a row of CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY look like a row of cadets, erect and
strong, marching through our field. Broad, good dark green foliage.

CELEBRATION

Each $10.00

Each $6.00

Each $7.00
looms are a light pink with the typical all yellow

Each $8.00

Each $12.50

Each $15.00

CIRCUS CLOWN (Wild, 1970) Each $7.00
M. J. Rose-red. 32". 6-7" blooms. Two rows of large petals are deeper in
color than AIRWAY, and encircle a very full deep cream center. Petaloids
look like spoon mums. Very colorful in garden; color mellows. Broad, dark
green foliage; stiff stems. Green carpels tipped yellow.

CLAIRE DE LUNE (White-Wild b- Son, 1954) Hybrid. Each $35.00
V.E. S. Yellow. 28". A ten-petaled single hybrid, pale yellow, crinkled and
rounded at petal edges. Filament is yellow in color; anthers orange. Foliage
is pink in spring, similar to MLOKOSEWITSCHI; leaflets midway between
the two parents. Mons. Jules Elie and Mlokosewitschi. Only lacti-Mloko
hybrid yet produced. Good pollen parent.

COMANCHE (Bigger, 1965)
M.J. Rose-red. 36". Guard petals are a beautiful shade of medium red with
a touch of rose. Staminodes are finely cut and not heavy as in some Japanese
types; are yellow with a little of the guard petal color. Dark green foliage;
very good plant.

CONSTANCE SPRY (Saunders, 1941) Hybrid.
E. S.D. Cherry. T. Magnificent deep bright cherry that mellows with age
into the pale peach shades, so that a mature plant will bear flowers of many
differing tones, but all harmonious. Gay flowers with 6-8 rows of petals.
Lactiflora x lobata.

Each $12.50

Each $20.00

Each $15.00CORAL FAY (Fay, 1972) Hybrid.
V.E. S.D. Pink. 30". F. A radiant pink of good substance on finely cut, fern
leaf hybrid foliage, indicating its tenuifolia heritage. Parentage: LADDIE X
Self.

CRUSADER (Glasscock, 1940) Hybrid.
E. S.D. Scarlet. Large scarlet red with 3 rows of petals. Carpels green.

Each $7.00

'  .
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DETROIT

CYTHEREA (Saunders, 1960) Hybrid. Each $30.00
E.M. S. Cherry-rose. Deep cherry rose with perfection in form can be
called one of the very finest of the “lobatas” race. This great race (Lactiflora
X lobata) contains many beautiful pink and red tones so long desired in the
Chinese Peonies: salmon, coral rose and deep cherry pinks, to clear bright
crimsons with no hint of purple. Like CONSTANCE SPRY, CYTHEREA
fades as the flower ages, into pale peach shades, but when cut and placed
in an arrangement, the color and flowers of CYTHEREA have lasted for a
week for us.

DO TELL

DORIS COOPER (Cooper, 1946)
L. D. Pink. T. E Very light pink. Beautiful form and coloring. This no doubt
is one of the top Peonies ever offered as it has won: best flower in the show,
American Home Achievement Medal and Gold Medal of the A.P.S, and

other high honors. Fades white.

Each $10.00

Each $10.00
L. D. Pink. 40". F. The color of this rose type Peony is a salmon tea rose
with a darker flush at center of flower. Perfect in carriage, symmetrical
petalage with center full and lacy. The heavy stems with light green foliage

full bloom.carry Peonies that are perfect in bud and gorgeous in

DOROTHY J (Jones, 1938)
Each $10.00

L. D. White. R.F. A beautifully formed rose type, large petaled white,
blending to a flesh-white center. Sepals are frequently edged in rose-pink
and have green markings which are especially noticed in the buds. Stems
extremely stiff and foliage good.

DAISY B. (Nicholls-Wild <b- Son, 1957)

Each $8.00
M. J. Pink. 30". Outer petals pale orchid-pink, narrow center petals darker,
some of them red. A very striking combination. Useful seed parent.

DREAM MIST (Wild 1970)
M. J. Pink. 30". M.F. 8" blooms. 2 rows of large pale pink petals with large
pale yellow staminodes in center around disc and surrounding these are
smaller, deeper staminodes; mellows to a very pale pink. Carpels are pale,
pale green almost white, with no color on tips. Very stiff stems, broad,
good green foliage.

DRESDEN PINK (Wild b- Son, 1957)

DO TELL (Auten, 1939)

Each $5.00

Each $15.00

DEER CREEK (Bigger, 1952) Each $8.00
M. D. Pink. Smooth shade of medium pink with slight lavender cast. Full
rose type.

DETROIT (Auten, 1948)
E.M. D. Red. M.H. A very large red bomb. This is an extra fine addition to
the list of red doubles. Good seed parent.

DIANA PARKS (Bockstoce, 1942) Hybrid. Each $12.50
E. D. Red. 42". F. Brilliant full double scarlet, sensational wherever shown.

Very pleasing fragrance.
DOREEN (Sass, 1949)

M. J. Pink. M.H. F. Guards well rounded, large medium light rose-pink.
Staminodes yellow suffused with color of the guards. Foliage light green.
Strong stems. A distinctive flower of several shades of pink.

Each $10.00

Each $9.00 L. D. Pink. A smooth, well formed flower of a very pleasing shade of
medium pink. When it is open it is edged over with a crinkled edge of
silver. Flower not too large but very well formed. Petals are symmetrical
and frilled. Stems stiff. This one is a honey.

ELIZABETH PENINGER (Nicholls, 1958)
M. D, Pink. Luscious pink rose type loosely formed. Outer petals bordered
with a definite silver edge. Stems stiff and straight.

Each $7.00
DORIS COOPER

FANCY NANCY
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FLORENCE ELLISFESTIVA MAXIMA
Each $7.00ELIZABETH PRICE (Nicholls-Wild Son, 1957)

L.M. D. A beautiful rose type flower of orchid-pink throughout. Outer
petals are broad and deeply ruffled. Each petal is edged with silver. Center

etals are crimped and deeply folded, giving flower a very frilly effect,
ome petals are edged red. Stiff stems.

EMMA KLEHM (Klehm, 1951)
V.L. D. Pink. 28". Large glowing, very dark pink. Compact plant habit with
foliage to the ground.

FAIRBANKS (Auten, 1945)

Each $9.00

Each $10.00

Each $5.00

 FESTIVA MAXIMA (Miellez, 1851)
E. D. White. T. F. The old reliable white. A massive white with crimson
markings. One of the most generally planted Peonies in cultivation. Its
sterling qualities of growth and blooming make it most desirable.

FIREBALL (Brand, 1938) Each $8.00
M. S.D. Red. 30". Large, extremely bright tyrian-rose that looks like a
scarlet flower. Very showy in the garden.

FIREBIRD (Auten, 1956) Hybrid. Each,$9.00
E. D. Red. Large full ‘black’ red, with some hidden Japanese type markings.
Color very fine. Good stems. Officinalis x lactiflora.

FIRELIGHT (Saunders, 1950) Hybrid. Each $15.00
E. S.D. Rose pink. A deep bright, warm rose pink with brilliant darker
flares, and crimson stigmas. Gold centers in the huge flat blooms of heavy
substance. Extremely striking. FIRELIGHT, a quadruple hybrid (com
bining four species: lactiflora, officinalis, macrophylla and Mlokosewitschi)
gets a golden-ivory sheen from Mlokosewitschi.

FLORENCE BOND (Gumm, 1936) Each $7.00
L.M. D. White. M.H. Large globular flower of pure white, slightly tinted
pink at first; strong stems; extra good.

FLORENCE ELLIS (Nicholb, 1948) Each $8.00
M. D. Pink. T. N.F Clear medium pink of beautiful tone. Wide petals,
perfect rose shape. Very large. Lasting substance. Strong stems.

FLORENCE NICHOLLS (Nicholb, 1938) Each $7.00
L.M. D. White. 29". V.F White shading to flesh-pink toward center
of bloom. Texture and quality of the petals are superb, giving the bloom its
long lasting quality. Habit of growth is excellent. Stiff stems.

L. J. White. T. Opens palest pink, fading to white with the usual yellow
center. Vigorous; first class in every way.

FANCY NANCY (Auten, 1944)
M. J. Pink. S. A soft cerise-pink, almost uniform in color, of exceptional
purity and refinement.

FEATHER TOP (Wild, 1970)

Each $7.00

Each $17.50
M. J. Rose-pink. 32". 6J2" blooms. A very fine novelty! Very unusual form
with 6-7 rows of outer petals, then a band of yellow staminodes topped
by a cluster of rose-pink petals. Outer petals are dark pink shading lighter to
top of flowers, which are 5'i" deep. 6)2" across. Thick, stiff stems; good
foliage.

FELIX SUPREME (Cottage Gardens, 1955)
M. D. Red. M.H. An exquisite shade of rich ruby red even richer than FELIX
CROUSSE. Color does not blue in this full double that is larger than FELIX
CROUSSE. Quality of the buds meets the requirements of florists. Good
stem; vigorous grower; free flowering.

Each $10.00

FLORENCE BOND

r ^
GAY PAREE
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GLOWING CANDLES

GARDENIA (E. H. Lins, 1948)
E.M. D. Blush-white. Each year it is loaded with large, beautifully formed
flowers of excellent texture. A splendid show flower and an equally good
garden variety. In 1967 bloomed with much pink in it due to cool, wet
season.

Each $5.00

HARGROVE HUDSON (Wild h Son, 1949)
E.M. D. Pink. M.H. E A soft even light pink and a very large flower. Form
and texture of bloom is outstanding. Good grower that produces r
fine flowers. Outer petals are a shade darker than rest of the flower.

Each $9.00

Each $10.00

many

HARI-AI-NIN (Babcock, 1929)

GAY PAREE (Auten, 1933)
M. J. Pink. Guards deep cerise, center flushing lighter with creamy tints.
One of the most distinct and striking of all novelties. Bloom has exceptional
charm and distinction and plant habit is fine.

GENE WILD (Cooper, 1956)
M. D. Pink. M.H. N.F. A medium to light pink, marked crimson. Good
stems, buds open well. One of the best.

GILBERT H. WILD (Nicholls-Wild ir Son, 1957)
L.M. D. Pink. A large two-toned rose-pink. The petals are slightly recurved
and have the appearance of grained wood with lighter edging, giving the
effect of a two-toned flower. Petals are very long, wide and are uniform in
size and shape. Buds are large and round. Stems stiff.

GLOWING CANDLES (Wild, 1966)
E.M. J. Pink. 36". Delicate pale pink with petaloids coming throug
center. 6" flowers are carried on extra good stems. Many side bud;
to the great garden value of this Peony.

GLOWING EMBERS (Kelsey, 1936)
E.M. J. Rose. Rose color guard petals, crimped and cupped, are lighter on
edges. Self staminodes with a tiny spark of white on the tips. All one color
except for the white tips.

GUIDON (Nicholls, 1941)
M. D. Pink. A lilac-pink of good depth. We like this one.

HANSINA BRAND (Brand, 1925)
L. D. Flesh. F. A lovely, glistening flesh-pink with a salmon reflex shading
toward the base of the petals. This variety has been a consistent winner
at national and local Peony exhibitions and is most dependable. It never fails
to produce fine flowers.

Each $15.00

Each $10.00

Each $8.00

Each $8.00
h chamois
s only add

Each $10.00

Each $8.00

Each $8.00

GUIDON

M. J. Red. M.H. Very large deep red guards with staminodes tipped yellow
slightly. Fine stems and very floriferous. Good red.

HENRY BOCKSTOCE (Bockstoce, 1955) Hybrid. Each $10.00
E. D. Red. T. Lovely dark red with rose center. Strong stems. A cross of
an officinalis with lactiflora on IF single red with a lactiflora white or pink.

HIGHLIGHT (Auten-Wild ir Son, 1952)
L.M. D. Red. M.H. A dark red of pleasing color, form and substance. Good
stem, no stamens showing, large flower. Keeps well as a cut flower.

HIT PARADE (Nicholls, 1965)
M. J. Pink. T. A very good rose-pink for a showy display in the garden. Full
fluffy center is lighter pink than the two rows of petals. Color of the center
of petals is Magenta Rose; color lightens toward petal edges.

HOLLYWOOD (Auten, 1937)
L. J. Pink. M.H. A trim, large novelty in an unusual shade of creamy cerise
pink! Color deepens toward the ends of the cream pink staminodes, which
are trimmed gold. On established clumps, some blooms become nearly
double. Stiff stems. Excellent.

Each $10.00

Each $5.00

Each $10.00

HIGHLIGHT
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KRINKLED WHITE

LARGO (Varies, 1929) Each $8.00
M. J. Pink. T. Large and rounded soft pink guards with white staminodes
suffused pink, tipped and edged yellow. Carpels tipped pink. Undoubtedly
one of the finest Japanese we have. Excellent stems.

LEGION OF HONOR (Saunders, 1941) Hybrid.
E. S. to S. D. Red. 32". Flaming cherry scarlet; very light green foliage
Albiflora x officinalis.

Each $10.00

%

JAMES PILLOW

ILLINI WARRIOR (Glasscock-Folk, 1955) Hybrid.
E.M. S. Red. V.T. Large, brilliant red; rugged & handsome.

JACOB STYER (Styer, 1948)
L. D. T. Full double white. Strong stems.

JAMES PILLOW (Pillow, 1936) Each $8.00
L. D. Pink. V.T. Sure opening light pink with a distinctive flower. Very tall,
strong stems.

JAN VAN LEEUWEN (Van Leeuwen, 1928)
L. J. White. M.H. Pure white guards with center of narrow yellow stami
nodes with yellow tipped carpels. Similiar to Isani-Gidui but smaller; good
strong stems. We like it better than Isani-Gidui.

JAY CEE (Klehm, 1959) Each $10.00
M. D. Red. 33". M.F. Bold and brassy in American Beauty red with silver
edges. 8" full double rose type bloom. Strong stems, bright green foliage.

JESSIE GIST (Nicholls-Wild ir Son, 1953)
M. D. Pink. M.H. N.F. Cross between Marie Crousse and Spring Beauty.
Lightly marked. A very lovely medium pink, fully double with nice form.

JOHN HOWARD WIGELL (Wigell, 1942) Each $10.00
ep rose-pink, even shade. Flat cupped rose with some
. Well branched stems make it a flower to bloom without

Each $10.00

Each $7.00

Each $10.00

Each $10.00

E.M. D. Pink. Dee
concealed stamens,

Each $8.00LILLIAN WILD (Sarcoxie Nur., 1930)
L. D. White. Lovely white with a flesh-pink cast, very large. Compact rose
type.

LOTUS QUEEN (Murawska, 1947) Each $7.00
M. J. White. M.H. Pure white guard petals. Staminodes long, very fine
golden yellow. A very beautiful medium sized flower; cup-shaped, slightly
fragrant. Dark green foliage, good grower.

LOUISE B. WATTS (Murawska, 1964) Each $10.00
L.M. D. Pink. 40". Beautiful dark pink that is fully double on matured
plant. Foliage down to ground. Stiff, strong stems.

LUDOVICA (Saunders, 1941) Hybrid.
E. S.D. Pink. Very large clear rose-pink.

MME. BUTTERFLY (Franklin, 1933)
M. J. Pink. Rose-pink. Very profuse and lasting. Good upright grower.

Each $10.00

M. D. Pink. M.H. F. Very large, full even light pink with excellent stems
and foliage. One of the best for garden and exhibition.

Each $35.00

Each $10.00

MANDALEEN (Lins, 1942)

disbudding.

JUDY ANNE (Wild, 1964) Each $20.00
L.M. D. Rose-pink. M.H. JUDY ANNE is one of the largest Peonies that we
have ever introduced with the blooms from well established clumps
measuring 10" and more. The immense heavily compact deep pink blooms
should not be judged until the plant is established. Has been a favorite on
our show tables for a number of years, and we predict great things to come
for the Peony, JUDY ANNE.

JUNE BRILLIANT (Auten, 1938) Each $8.00
L. D. Red. 35". Full double red. Very brilliant, held aloft on slender wiry
stems. Bloom trim and a bit flat. Lasts a long time.

LILLIAN WILD

•u'

1
KANSAS (Bigger, 1940) Each $10.00

E. D. Red. T. Bright red held high on one of the strongest stems in the field.
Foliage is dark green: plant has always been healthy; flower is full with a
few well hidden stamens.

Each $9.00KASKASKIA (Auten, 1931)
V.E. S. Red. Dwarf. Large dark red, not as dark as ARCTURUS, but just
as fine. Clear, unfading color. Good stem and plant.

KATE BARRY (Nicholls, 1938)
M. J. Pink. T. Soft mauve-pink of a most pleasing shade, with orange
staminodes. The flowers are held erect on good stems.

Each $8.00

<

KATE SMITH (Murawska, 1950) Each $10.00
L.M. D. Pink. M.H. F. Full rose type of a very distinctive bright rose-pink
with an orange cast. Flowers large and freely produced. Strong stems and
dark green foliage.

KRINKLED WHITE (Brand, 1928) Each $10.00
L.M. S. White. 34". A large flower with great broad, pure white petals, like
crinkled crepe paper. Stems straight, slender but strong.

KATE (Varies, 1924)
V.L. D. Pink. T. Flowers

Each $7.00

type, on straight stems; color is
LADY

are graceful, rose Jkadmired by all.a sparkling Paul-Neyron-pink and is much
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MONS. JULES ELIE

MONS. JULES ELIE (Crousse, 1888)
E.M. D. Pink. T. F. Very large, light rose-pink. Broad, smooth guard
petals. Center incurved and silvered with light grayish pink. Excellent.
Good seed parent.

MOON OF NIPPON (Auten, 1936)
M. J. White. T. A very large white Japanese with fine yellow center. Tall
stems, very stiff. Useful seed parent.

MOTHER’S CHOICE (Glasscock, 1950)
M. D. White. 26". Superb! Yearly each stiff stem is crowned with a perfect,
full, very large, white bloom. Usually even small divisions have beautiful
blooms though small. Seedling of POLAR STAR.

MRS. E D. ROOSEVELT (Franklin, 1933)
E. D. Pink. T. V.F. This very fine pink is a lovely flower. A soft rose pink with
extremely long, overlapping, cupped petals which enfold a real rosebud
center. It has good substance. After blooms open they will mellow to nearly
white in the full sun.

Each $7.50

Each $10.00

Each $22.50

Each $7.00

MADAME BUTTERFLY
MARIETTA SISSION (Sass, 1933)

E.M. D. Light pink. Large flowers on medium to tall stems.
MARTHA BULLOCH (Brand, 1907)

L.M. D. Pink. V.T. F. Color is a bright old-rose-pink. Flower is cupped rose
type and often measures from 9-12" in diameter. Stems are strong and hold
the heavy flowers well above the foliage.

MARY E. NICHOLLS (Nicholls, 1941)
L.M. D. White. M.H. A grand white Peony similar to Kelway’s Glorious and
any Peony that can achieve that distinction has really gone places.

MATTIE LAFUZE (Johnson, 1942)
L.M. D. White. M.H. F. Has faint tinge of pink when first opening. Very
large bloom; strong, stiff stems.

MAY MORN (Nicholls, 1952)
M. D. Blush. T. Large shapely bloom. Opens delicately tinted salmon-pink;
fades to white in sun. Robust grower, prolific bloomer. Is of good habit,
strong stems. No recorded fault. Opens well.

MINNIE SHAYLOR (Shaylor, 1919)

Each $8.00

Each $10.00

Each $10.00

Each $10.00

Each $9.00

Each $15.00

Each $10.00
L.M. D. Pink. T. We consider this one of the most outstanding originations,
as far as color is concerned, that has been introduced in many years. Large,
well formed; the purest pink yet seen in chinensis Peonies.

MRS. W. L. GUMM (Gumm, 1929)
L. D. Pink. T. Beautiful flower of delicate light pink. Very fine.

MRS. LIVINGSTON FARRAND (Nicholls, 1935)

Each $10.00
M. S.D. White. M.H. This is a charming flower with several rows of fluffy
crepe-like petals of clear light pink, fading to white. Stamens very promi
nent. Anthers golden yellow with paler filaments.  A very lovely flower that
is simply stunning in the garden and landscape. Fertile both ways.

MUSIC MAN (Wild, 1969) Each $12.50
M. D. Red. A gorgeous red Peony! The full rose type outer petals are
large and slightly cupped. The center is made up of petals that are smaller

slightly twisted. Very few stamens. Good stems and foliage. A real
beauty that holds well when used as a cut flower!
am

MARTHA BULLOCH

MRS. FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT



PAUL M. WILDNICK SHAYLOR

PAUL M. WILD (Wild, 1964) Each $20.00
M. D. Red. One of the best red Peonies that we have introduced; one that

may become the top red Peony on the market. Very large, luscious velvety
red flowers are fully double and unfading for us. Makes a handsome
garden clump; is of excellent plant habit.

PEACH FLUFF (Wild, 1964) Each $6.00
M. D, Peach-pink. An exquisite Peony that is a perfect bomb type. The two
outer rows of very large petals are a delicate peach pink. A heavy row of
yellow stamens intertwine with the delicate peach pink petalodes at the
base of the bomb. Stiff stems.

PEPPERMINT (Nicholls-Wild <b Son, 1958) Each $10.00
E.M. D. Pink. Flat blooms open with a light pink color and fade to white.
The red markings are very prominent on some of the petals, which give a
striped effect like peppermint candy. Stamens show.

PFEIFFER’S RED TRIUMPH (Pfeiffer, 1937)
E. D. Red. T. F. Rose type, deep crimson.
Philippe Rivoire before opening. Strong, stiff

PICO (Freeborn, 1934) Each $10.00
E. S. White. M.H. Very large pure white with white stigmas. Exceptionally
strong stems and large foliage.

PINK FORMAL (Nicholls, 1953) Each $9.00
L.M. D. Pink. M.H. Soft mauve-pink, large. Good foliage; heavy stems.

Each $9.00
Buds large, very dark, like
stems.

Each $10.00MYRTLE GENTRY (Brand, 1925)
L. D, White. M.H. R.F. Rosy white, suffused with tints of flesh and salmon.
Strong stems; good habit. Fades white with age.

NEON (Nicholls, 1941)
M. J. Pink. 32". Large, wide rose-pink guards and staminodes tipped and
edged gold. Very bright and interesting.

NICK SHAYLOR (Allison, 1931)
L. D. Blush. M.H. A most outstanding beauty! Blush or light pink, with
occasional red markings. Very fine form, good plant growth; does well
in all sections of the country. No collection complete without it. Fades white.

Each $7.50

Each $7.00

Each $7.00

OPAL HAMILTON (Nicholls-WUd ir Son, 1957)
M. J. Pink. M.H. F. Luscious orchid-pink guards; same color staminodes.
Blooms open well; good stems.

PAINTED DESERT (Nicholls, 1965)
M. D. Pink. A magnificent rose formed Peony whose coloring has been
stippled or painted on the very large, wide and rounded petals. The upper
half of the petals is silvery white with the dots of pink becoming more
concentrated toward the center of the flower. Occasionally several petals
have dark red edgings, which extend through the length of the petals. Good
strong stems.

PAULA FAY (Fay, 1968) Hybrid. Each $8.00
E. S.D. Pink. 35". Beautiful shocking rose pink with 5 rows of petals. Radiant
color has great carrying power in garden. Vigorous stems, dark green
foliage.

Each $10.00

PEPPERMINT

1!PAULA FAY
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RASPBERRY ROSE CAufen, i956j Hi/fcrid. r ’
E.J. Rose. A typical Japanese type flower of outstandingly different color
as the name suggests. Fine plant. Very striking. Officinalis x lactiflora.

Each $12.50

PINK FORMAL RASPBERRY SUNDAE (Charles Klehm 6- Son, 1968)
M. D. Pink. Take a heap of vanilla ice cream, liberally, apply raspberry
topping to drip over petals, and this cute variety appears.

RED CARPET fWild, 1965; ' .
M. D. Red. 28-32". This good deep rich velvety red does not fade for
Many flowers, having a double row of large petals encircling a fluffy center,
bloom at same time & have good keeping qualities. There are many side
buds to bloom on an established plant. Good stems

RED CHARM (Glasscock, 1944) Hybrid. Each $12.50
E. D. Red. 36". Rich red bomb type. Large bloom with tall stiff stems.
Of all the varieties of Peonies we grow, if I were limited to one, it would
have to be RED CHARM. In my opinion it is the greatest! Allen J. Wild.

RED COMET (Auten, 1956) Each $7.50
V.E. D. Red. T. The fine dark red color, as rich as a hybrid, of this bomb
type Peony came from its parent, RADIANT RED. Stiff stems.

RED GLORY (Auten, 1937) Hybrid. Each $9.00
V.E. S.D. Red. T. A very large “five layered” single might best describe this
rich, velvety, brilliant uniform deep red. One of the finest.

RED ROMANCE (Auten, 1971) Hybrid. Each $10.00
E.M. S. Hybrid. Crimson. .30". A nicely cupped, rich black red or bright
crimson 5-6" bloom with a yellow center, pale green carpels tipped white,
two rows of petals. Slow grower. Good heavy stems; good green foliage.

REQUIEM (Saunders, 1941) Hybrid. Each $9.00
M. S. White. 34". A perfectly, lovely waxy-white bloom, held flat, with
huge golden center. Petals of heavy kid-like substance. Finest of foliage.
REQUIEM is a back cross (the result of a lactiflora-macrophylla hybrid
a lactiflora variety). ; -

Each $8.00

Each $10.00
us.

on

\

PINK PRINCESS (Originator Unknown)
M. S. Pink. 34". An attractive elear light pink with unique speckles. An
excellent & easy to grow variety. Re-registered by Klehm Nursery on
7/27/85 for name correction of PINK DAWN, which has been in commerce
for at least 20 years, to PINK PRINCESS.

Each $7.00

PINK RADIANCE (Jim Wild, 1959)
M. D. Pink. A flower of pleasing light pink shading to deeper pink at center
of bomb ’ - - - - -
shade as t

Each $6.00

giving it a lavender glow. Double row of collar petals are same
the crinkled outer edge of the bomb. Stems stiff; foliage good.

POLAR KING (Origin Unknown) Each $7.00
M. J. White. Guard petals white with staminodes yellow fading white.
Carpels tipped white and white disc.

PRAIRIE MOON (Fay, 1960) Hybrid. Each $20.00
E. S.D. Cream yellow. 25". Perfection in cream yellow; definitely one of
the choicest hybrids. Large very clear light yellow blooms with no mark
ings; has a center of yellow stamens; of excellent substance making them
ideal in garden or as cut flov/er. 1st year plant will produce beautiful
single cup-shaped blooms; on established plants will be semi-double.
Bright glossy foliage retains color until frost; strong stems. Vigorous
grower; winter hardy. 2nd generation triple hybrid. Parentage: Laura
Magnuson X Archangel.

RASPBERRY SUNDAE
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ROBERTA (Auten, 1936)
L. J. White. Very tall, pure white; yellow staminodes.

ROBERT W. AUTEN (Auten, 1948) Hybrid. Each $15.00
L.M. S.D. Red. Hybrid. T. A large, high built semi-double with stamens
hidden. Very dark red, entirely free from purple; fine substance. Stiff
stems. A most outstanding hybrid; one of unbelievable beauty.

ROYAL CHARTER (Wild, 1966) Each $8.00
E. D. Red. 30-34". A very large, waxy, velvety red with the form of MONS.
JULES ELIE, but more loosely built. A good grower. Waxy green foliage is
carried on heavy stems. Bloomed with hybrid Peonies in 1965.

RUTH COBBS (Wild, 1963) Each $8.00
L.M. D. Pink. A huge, deep pink that is most beautiful. The flowers are
built up about three inches and are slightly flat on top. The few stamens are
hidden among the evenly spaced petals, which are edged in silver and
deepening in color towards the base. Stiff stems.

Each $9.00

V:
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SARAH BERNHARDT (Lemoine, 1906)
L.M. D. Pink. 34". The rose-pink color, with petals edged a trifle lighter,
gives an attractive appearance.

SEA SHELL fSass, 1937J
M. S. Pink. T. This was always one of the most admired exhibits at our
Peony shows. Large flowers of a bright lively pink with a full center of
yellow stamens on strong stems. Center of attraction in the garden; simply
beautiful as a cut flower. Fertile both ways.

Each $8.00

Each $10.00

-V

SILVER SHELL (Wild, 1962) Each $8.00
E.M. S. White. A large glistening white with 2 rows of petals and a small
tuft of light yellow stamens in the center. Diameter of flower is 6)2-7".
Holds well when cut; beautiful arrangements.

SISTER MARGARET (Cooper, 1953)
E.M. D. White. T. Rose type, well formed white, with red markings through
the flowers. Stamens showing; petals are large; good substance. Plant i:
robust; strong stems. Opens well; lasts well when cut.

SITKA (Auten, 1945)
M. J. White. T. Paper white guards with a yellow center richer and deeper
than ISANI GIDUI. Center petaloids are broader than those in CHRIS
TINE. Blooms carried in stately fashion above low foliage.

SNOW MOUNTAIN (Bigger, 1946) Each $8.00
M. D. White. T. Bomb type, opening light creamy pink, fading white.
Bloom grows into high mountain of snow-white petals. Foliage medium
dark green; strong stems. Buds open well. Good seed parent.

STARLIGHT (Saunders, 1949) Hybrid.
V.E. S. Ivory yellow. 26". A 5-6" flower with two rows of creamy ivory
petals, sometimes with warm tints in center. All gold and cream heart.
Quadruple hybrid.

SWORD DANCE (Auten, 1933)

Each $8.00

IS

Each $6.00

Each $15.00

Each $8.00

*5

THURA HIRES

TRULY YOURS (Nicholh-Wild ir Son, 1958) Each $10.00
L.M. D. Pink. A large, soft medium pink flower that is well proportioned.
Petals are deeply silvered and crinkled on edges with an occasional red
marking. Very attractive. Stiff stems and good foliage.

UNCLE TOM (Auten, 1951)
L. S.D. Red. T. Very high built black-red. Needs cool weather to be at its
best; very striking and fine. We think it is a nice red.

WESTERNER (Bigger, 1942)
M. J. Pink. 34". Guard petals are very large, of  a beautiful shade of light
pink; center is filled with yellow staminodes that are extremely firm and
erect. Useful seed parent.

WHITE SANDS (Wild, 1969)
M. J. White-yellow. 32". V.F. Very lime-green carpels tipped creamy yellow
found in the dense, very yellow center of the 5-6" blooms. Very yellow
center (really an anemone) with petalodes developing and becoming white
carpelodes in many of the blooms. Good grower.

WRINKLES & CRINKLES (Wild, 1971)
L.M. D. Pink. 28". M.F. 8" bloom. Full, compact, deep rose pink with wrin
kles and crinkles. Color is just a bit lighter than CELEBRATION. Creped
petals from a rose type bloom just a bit deeper in depth than MARTHA
BULLOCH. Good cut flower; dark

YELLOW KING (Origin Unknown)
E. J. Pink. The beautiful center is of filamental petaloids of yellow sur
rounded by very lovely soft pink guard petals.

YOUR MAJESTY (Saunders, 1949) Hybrid.
M. S. Red. T, Imposing erect carriage with vivid scarlet blooms. Splendid
color. 4 foot stems in Clinton, N.Y. Albiflora X lobata.

Each $10.00

Each $9.00

Each $10.00

Each $7.50

green foliage; stiff stems.
Each $8.00

Each $12.00

L.M. J. Red. 38". Medium dark red, very brilliant and showy. Completely
outclasses the old Some-Ganoko. Fine plant; stands heat well.

THE ADMIRAL (Franklin, 1940)
L. D. White. T. Huge rose type white splashed crimson.

THE MIGHTY MO (Wild h- Son, 1950)

Each $10.00

Each $10.00
E.M. D. Red. T. Rich, lively, velvety red color; is a wonderful keeper. In
our display here it has held up better than any other variety. It is full of
yellow stamens, which to many people, adds to its beauty. Winner of the
American Home Achievement Medal at the 1950 National Show.

THURA HIRES (Nicholls, 1938) Each $8.00
L.M. D. White. 37". F. Large petaled white with a heavy overlay of lemon-
yellow, When first opening the yellow is decidedly apparent.

TORO-NO-MAKI (Origin Unknown) Each $9.00
M. J. White. M.H. Very lovely, white with prominent yellow center. Similar
to Isani-Gidui, but we have considered it a stronger grower.

SWORD DANCE
HANDBOOK OF THE PEONY

Fourth Edition
This Official Handbook of the American Peony Society, recently edited and pub
lished, 1983, contains the following: 68 pages of articles on why, where, when and
how to plant, care, culture and propagate Peonies. Hybridizing information with
care of seedlings. Short lists of herbaceous Peonies by type and color. 10 pag
Tree Peonies and recommended list by color. 13 line drawings; 13 black and
illustrations. 6 color pictures on covers. 15 pages on recognizing and controlling
diseases and pests. Some growing hints for special regions. How to prepare, show
and judge exhibition flowers with scale of points. PRICE PER COPY $3.50, plus
$1.00 for mailing separately from plant order.
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WE SEND QUALITY ROOTS

standard 3- to 5-eye Peony divisions, which is the best size to plant,
fresh dug to order, grown in rich Ozark soil. Every precaution is taken to
grow healthy, vigorous stock. This means that our minimum price cannot
be as low as some growers make, but our roots are worth the prices
asked, and our average price for all varieties is much lower than many
dealers ask.

NOTE: We grow other Peony varieties not listed in this catalog. If you
have any special wants, please write us, we may be able to supply you.

NOTICE: Prices quoted in our list on Peonies are for 3- to 5-eye divi
sions. Should you want larger plants, we can supply plants of 6 to 10 eyes
at double the printed price.
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